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“i think the circle line does relieve some of the rush hour crush 

and sometimes, i can even get a seat!”

Donna Lim, shop manager

“My family, my neighbours – we’ve been waiting a long time for the circle 

line. now we won’t have to travel all the way downtown to get on the 

east-West line.” 

Goh Jin Qiang, Yishun resident

“it’s not just the time-savings. The circle line’s seamless transitions in a very 

comfortable and sheltered environment make using the MrT not just quick, 

but also pleasant.”
 
Daphne Khong, senior planning officer

“it’s a really beautiful line. i’d even consider it  

a tourist attraction!”

Reuben Sim, student

“When the first MrT lines were being built, my grandfather said he wanted to 

live long enough to ride the trains. He did – for 14 years. He would have really 

loved the circle line.” 

Zhang Wei Min, school teacher

“When i’m away, one of the things i miss is the ease, 

convenience and sheer predictability of our MrT system.  

The circle line has just raised my expectations further.  

i’m spoilt.” 

Jack See, underwriter

“i think the art makes each station special. i really like the artwork for Dakota 

– it really reflects the history of our area. i feel like i can say it’s ‘my’ station.”

Chan Pei Cheng, Dakota resident
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THe circle line
l i n k i n g  a l l  l i n e s

“i wanted to be a train driver when i grew up, but that’s not 

needed now. i think i will be an engineer and build tunnels. Are you 

building more lines?”

Nur Insyirah Ahmad Thaha, student, age 7

“After all those years of digging and diversions and dust, the circle line is 

finally here and i must say it’s been worth it. As a Singaporean, i’m proud 

of it. Thank you, lTA.”

Ow Ah Geok, home maker

“My children don’t drive. Having the Marymount station makes it a bit 

easier to visit – and bring my grandchildren too! ” 

Yap Kum Leng, retiree

Straits Times Press
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We are making massive investments in a more comprehensive MRT network. 
Coupled with improvements in bus services, it will give Singaporeans a 
convenient and reliable public transport system.  

The Circle Line (CCL) has added some 33km to our MRT network. As an 
orbital line, it will shorten journeys by allowing commuters to transfer to other 
radial lines, bypassing the busy interchanges in the city centre. Commuters 
will be able to get to more places and faster. 

There is much more to come. From now till 2017, a new section of rail will be 
added to our MRT network every year. We are investing about $60 billion for 
both the enhancement of our existing network and further expansion of the 
rail network from about 176km at present to about 280km in a decade’s time. 

I would like to commend the many members of the public who have cooperated 
to make possible the construction of the Circle Line despite inconveniences, 
as well as congratulate the Land Transport Authority on this major milestone 
in our efforts to enhance public transport connectivity. I wish all commuters a 
safe and comfortable journey.

Tharman ShanmugaraTnam 
Deputy prime minister &

minister For FinanCe anD minister For manpower

D e p u t y  p r i m e  m i n i s t e r ’ s



One of our key strategic thrusts in the Land Transport Master Plan (LTMP) is 
to provide a quality public transport system. To achieve this, we are committed 
to intensifying our efforts to improve the public transport system. This includes 
expanding our MRT network so that more people will have convenient access 
to the stations. The full opening of the Circle Line brings us a step closer to our 
vision of a much denser rail network to serve the travel needs of our people.

As we develop the physical hardware of our transport infrastructure by building 
new rail lines, we must not lose sight of the importance of creating a people-
centric transport system. Our public transport system must be inclusive, 
catering to the diverse needs of our population. This includes ensuring that 
there is at least one barrier free access to MRT stations, having bicycle 
parking facilities outside stations where feasible, and integrating MRT stations 
with surrounding developments. We hope that this will make your journeys 
more convenient and enjoyable. 

While the Land Transport Authority and its partners have worked very hard 
to build the Circle Line, we must not forget the part played by the people of 
Singapore. Your patience, understanding and cooperation have been integral 
to the completion of this line. 

I hope you will enjoy the benefits that the Circle Line will bring to you.

Lui Tuck Yew
minister For transport &

seConD minister For Foreign aFFairs

t r a n s p o r t  m i n i s t e r ’ s



The challenges of building the Circle Line were immense. Engineers and crews 
had to work in heavily built-up areas, facing hazards above and below the 
surface.  Another challenge came from keeping things moving on the surface, 
while all these were going on below it. 

Our engineers and contractors rose to the occasion. They did all they could 
to keep our public’s world moving. And now, the Circle Line is ready and 
commuters have a great travel experience awaiting them.

I want to thank our consultants both in engineering and geological services, 
our designers who created the stations, our contractors, our staff and the 
thousands of workmen who laboured on the line. 

But most of all, thank you, the citizens and residents of Singapore, who gave 
us the support to let us do the best job we could.

michaeL Lim 
Chairman

lanD transport authority

l t a  C h a i r m a n ’ s
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33.3km long, with 28 stations, 
run entirely underground with 
driverless trains, Singapore’s 
Circle Line is the world’s longest 
fully-automated underground 
rapid transit line. This is the 
story of a nation that pulled 
together to build it.

 Moving people,
Touching lives
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our firsT ride

On 7 November 1987, a Mass Rapid Transit train of six carriages slid out of Bishan 

Station on the North-South Line, on the first service run of Singapore’s latest public 

transport system. A smooth air-conditioned ride; high-tech stations of marble and 

glass and chrome, tinted by the lights of convenience stores.

looking ahead for you

Singapore city planners had, as far back as 1967, forecast that the island would need 

some form of rail-based transport in the city by 1992. The London Underground, 

which opened in 1863, had clearly demonstrated the importance of such a system 

in a rapidly developing city. 

Mr Chew Hock Yong, LTA’s Chief Executive, said: “You have to remember 

that this was in the 1960s, when our population was only hovering around the million 

mark. But it was clear that planners were thinking big back then. Some might have 

even said they were overly optimistic. Would Singapore really grow that big? Well, 

thank goodness they were optimistic. The challenge would be tougher now if they 

had not been.” 

(Preceding pages) Hadi bin Mason, 
51, and his 45-year-old wife decided 
to take the MRT to celebrate their 23rd 
wedding anniversary. They also took 
Mr Hadi’s mother, Madam Latifah bte 
Ahmad, 79, for her first subway ride. 
The three-generation family took the 
MRT from their home in Toa Payoh to 
Raffles Place, and on to Yio Chu Kang 
before returning to Toa Payoh.

(Below) Reporter Janice Seah (in 
crutches) was assigned to cover the 
opening of the MRT but she sprained 
her foot. Undaunted, she limped off to 
Yio Chu Kang station on her crutches 
to do the assignment from the point of 
view of a handicapped person.

(Facing page) The first train pulling out 
of Ang Mo Kio station.

 a singapore MrT pioneer

Mr lim leong geok was a city planner, transport builder and public 

transport operator. he was instrumental in building singapore’s 

first MrT network, being part of the team that helped to convince 

the government to build it. he later helmed the Mass rapid Transit 

corporation and then the singapore Mass rapid Transit. he was also 

founder-director of Transitlink. he died in 2004.

for his invaluable contributions over a career spanning 40 years, 

from 1959 to 1999, Mr lim was posthumously awarded lTa’s 

distinguished contribution award.

dr yeo ning hong, former Minister for communications said of Mr lim, who was also the son of 

war hero lim Bo seng: “We were very lucky to have him. he was an extremely able man, an outstanding 

engineer and manager.”
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(Top) History was created when 
workers broke through the wall of 
the Outram Park MRT worksite,
linking it with the Tiong Bahru 
station a kilometre away. Using 
giant shield machines, they had 
sliced through 44,000 cubic metres
of earth beneath roads and 
buildings, emerging from two 
tunnels at the Outram Park MRT
site after travelling a kilometre from 
the Tiong Bahru station.

(Far left) The Commemorative Ticket 
issued on the first day of the MRT’s 
opening. 

(Left) Communications Minister Yeo 
Ning Hong and the tour party in 
safety hard hats and rubber boots 
visiting the MRT worksite at Shan 
Road. This deep shaft and almost 
500m of tunnels now link the Toa 
Payoh and Novena stations.

(Top left) The first MRT train breaking through 
the rice-paper shield in a “tunnel” frame.

(Top right) The pride of Dhoby Ghaut MRT 
station – a posh circular stairwell lavishly 
trimmed with stainless steel railings and with 
a locally-created mobile suspended from the 
ceiling. The huge mobile sculpture, a “lantern 
of music” by local artist Tan Ping Chiang, 
depicts a range of traditional and modern 
musical instruments used by the Chinese, 
Malays, Indians and Eurasians.

(Left) Document bearing the signatures on the 
first MRT contract, which was signed at a brief 
ceremony by Mr Michael Fam for the MRT 
Corporation and Dr K Yoshida, vice-president 
of Tobishima Corporation. The Tobishima-
Takenaka contract was for the construction of 
two bored tunnels running from Toa Payoh to 
Newton Circus and included the building of 
two stations, Toa Payoh and Novena.

(Following pages) These three samsui women 
worked for 4 years on the Bishan station. 
Their boss gave them the day off and an MRT 
engineer bought them $3 commemorative 
tickets to join the throng of Singaporeans who 
rode the trains on the opening day.
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When stored-value cards were first introduced,
guides had to be stationed to teach commuters
how to use the farecard vending machines.
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(Facing page) Two-year-old Jeremy 
getting assistance from a guide at 
Yio Chu Kang MRT station with his 
father, Stanley Wang.

(Top) First Deputy Prime Minister 
Goh Chok Tong (right) chatting with 
other passengers on his first MRT 
train ride between Yio Chu Kang 
and Toa Payoh.

(Right) The MRT system’s “nerve 
centre”, or Operation Control Centre 
(OCC), located in Victoria Street.
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(Top) Johor princesses, Tunku Mariam 
Zahrah and Tunku Besar Zabedah on the 
MRT train with their two nephews, Tengku 
Shahrain and Tengku Sallehuddin Ismail 
Iskandar Ibrahim Hishamuddin Shah. It 
was the first MRT ride for the two princes, 
but not for the princesses. The boys later 
followed their aunt to the front of the train 
to say hello to the driver. 

Commuters waiting to board the MRT 
train at Toa Payoh station. The Mass 
Rapid Transit system was thrown open to 
the 120,000 people who had bought $3 
commemorative tickets for the opening 
day rides.

28
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A newly-married couple waiting to take 
their first ride on the MRT train on its 
opening day.

31
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could We afford iT?

The Mass Rapid Transit system, however, was not an easy sell. One participant in 

Singapore’s four-year study for the system was a young architect and urban planner 

named Ong Teng Cheong. He became the system’s greatest advocate.

By 1978, Mr Ong Teng Cheong had become Minister for Communications. 

He convinced the Cabinet that the system would benefit Singapore in the long term.  

a long TerM invesTMenT for all

In 1982, Parliament concluded that a rapid transit system would be better for 

Singapore in the long run. Construction began on 22 October 1983 at Shan Road, 

a tunnel shaft located between Toa Payoh and Novena stations. 

“The Government has now taken a firm decision to build the MRT,” Mr Ong 

Teng Cheong said in an interview at the time. “The MRT is much more than a 

transport investment, and must be viewed in its wider economic perspective. The 

boost it will provide to long term investors’ confidence, the multiplier effect and how 

Then Prime Minister Lee Kuan 
Yew, who had earlier addressed 
the official opening of the MRT 
system, taking a train ride with 
other dignitaries from City Hall 
MRT station. From left, MRT chief, 
Mr Michael Fam, Second Deputy 
Prime Minister Ong Teng Cheong, 
PM Lee, Communications Minister 
Dr Yeo Ning Hong, Mrs Lee and Mr 
Fock Siew Wah.

MRT will lead to the enhancement of the intrinsic value of Singapore’s real estate 

are spin-offs that cannot be ignored.”

On 12 March 1988, Mr Lee Kuan Yew, then Prime Minister, officially launched 

the Mass Rapid Transit system. Twenty-one more stations were built, and when 

the East-West Line finally reached Boon Lay station on 6 July 1990, the original 

network was truly complete.

linking you BeTTer

The MRT network began as a radial system – lines extending from a single hub like 

spokes in a wheel. What these spokes needed was a rim – a line that would touch 

all of them further out and link them all. This orbital line, the Circle Line, was an idea 

that had already begun to take shape in the early 1990s.

Dr Yeo Ning Hong, then Minister for Communications and Information, 

said as far back as in the 1980s that such an orbital line would be feasible when 

Singapore’s population reached 4 million.

Mr Ong Teng Cheong at the 
launch of the MRT at Toa Payoh 
Station, with Dr Yeo Ning Hong, 
his successor as Communications 
Minister. “For me, this has been a 
20-year love affair, from conception 
to delivery. The baby is born – we 
have a bouncing one,” Mr Ong said.



How long is each MRT line?

ANSWER: 

North-South Line: 44km
East-West Line: 49.7km
North-East Line: 20km
Circle Line: 33.3km
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Mr Mah Bow Tan, who was Transport Minister from 1991 to 1999, elaborated 

on this in a 2007 speech made for an Urban Renewal Authority corporate seminar.

“The Circle Line will link all existing Mass Rapid Transit lines running into the 

city, greatly enhancing connectivity between suburban areas and reducing journey 

time for commuters considerably. Commuters travelling from Serangoon to Paya 

Lebar, for example, will take less than 15 minutes on the Circle Line, compared to 

about half an hour by bus or MRT today.”

WhaT Works BesT for you?

In the 1990s, the Circle Line was named the Marina Line, planned as a 12-station line 

starting from Chinatown. Eventually, plans evolved to include these stations: Dhoby 

Ghaut, Bras Basah, Esplanade, Promenade, Nicoll Highway and Stadium. Part of 

the Marina Line from Chinatown to Promenade became part of yet another line – the 

Downtown Line. 

Mr Jeremy Yap, Group Director, Policy & Planning, explained why the plans 

kept changing: “Circumstances change. You get more information, you find some 

things are perhaps too expensive or not possible. You work out new solutions. The 

changes are challenging, given the scope of the work involved. But because once the 

infrastructure is built, it is even harder to change, so if you have to make changes, the 

planning stage is better!”

Mr Chew Hock Yong, LTA’s Chief Executive said: “The Mass Rapid Transit is 

a system used in many major cities around the world with large populations. New 

York, London, Paris, Tokyo – these are cities where trains have benefited people 

greatly. Those cities would just stop if the trains did not run. In Singapore, our own 

MRT system is continually growing to meet our transport needs. We have a system 

of LRT and feeder buses to make getting to the MRT convenient and a fare system 

designed to keep the cost to the commuter as low as possible. And as far as possible, 

we’ve tried to make the experience hassle free – and maybe even pleasant when it’s 

not rush hour.”

Balancing speed and convenience

Where a road or train track runs is its “alignment”. As far as possible, LTA tries to 

avoid acquiring land.

“It is not just the cost of acquiring land. It’s how disruptive it can be to 

people’s lives and businesses. And what is the objective of an MRT project? To 

 Track TeaM

over the years, singapore’s Mass rapid Transit system has grown in the able hands of a few 
Ministers for communications or Ministers for Transport as they have been called since 1999.

1   Mr ong Teng cheong (1978–1983). he later  
 became the president of the republic of singapore.
2   dr yeo ning hong (1983–1991)
3   Mr Mah Bow Tan (1991–1999)
4   Mr yeo cheow Tong (1999–2006)
5   Mr raymond lim (2006–2011) 
6   Mr lui Tuck yew (current)

1

4

2

5

3

6

37
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create convenience. The work is already going to be inconvenient to people, so we 

really try our best to keep disruption to the minimum,” said Mr Jeremy Yap.

 “We had to also find a balance between the number of stations and the 

speed of travel,” says Mr Choi Chik Cheong, Deputy Director, Content Development 

& Documentation (former Deputy Director, Strategic Planning). 

“[We had] To ensure 

ThaT The alignMenT...

caused as liTTle 

disrupTion as 

possiBle...” 

Paul Fok WhaT The circle line  
 Brings To all

The circle line is a concrete manifestation of the lTa’s 

commitment to developing public transport into a choice mode 

of travel in singapore. We have newer and better trains, and 

stations which are barrier-free that are graced with works of art 

that make the daily commute a little more interesting.

When it is complete, the circle line will join with all our 

existing lines, which will enable many of us to completely bypass 

the busy city interchanges at raffles place, city hall & dhoby 

ghaut. This will ease the load on those stations, speed up travel 

for all commuters and breathe life into the newly connected sub-

regional centres.

a completed circle line will have the effect of making 

singapore seem a little bit smaller. When we are able to travel 

faster, things that used to be far away will seem nearer. 

visiting friends and relatives will be that much easier and more 

pleasurable. 

last year, we unveiled our vision of a people-centred land 

transport system. This year, we are already starting on our 

journey towards this vision and i am glad we are onboard 

together.

Michael liM
chairman, land Transport authority
in his introduction to the brochure for the  
opening of circle line stage 3, Bartley to Marymount, May 2009.

(Top) A lot of planning went on 
behind the scenes of the Circle Line 
construction. LTA worked closely 
with other agencies to make the 
process as smooth as possible.

(Following pages) Work on the 
Esplanade station required 
extensive road diversions which 
would not have been possible 
without the cooperation of various 
agencies and, of course, the public.

designing The circle line

“The design team studied the proposed route in great detail and assessed its impact 

on adjacent developments and infrastructure so as to ensure that the alignment 

of the line caused as little disruption as possible to all the neighbourhoods and 

operating MRT system,” says Mr Paul Fok, Group Director, Engineering.

Working closely with land-use agencies such as the Urban Redevelopment 

Authority (URA) and the Housing and Development Board (HDB), LTA worked out 

the optimal locations for the stations and to maximise land use potential. 

“We want to build stations close to where people live, work or play. But to do 

that, we cannot avoid some disruption. Unfortunately, we will always face criticism – 

oh no, LTA is digging yet again. But people need to understand that we think about 

it very, very carefully before we decide on where to dig and how to dig. We always 

consider the people affected,” said Madam Neo Bian Hong, Director, Design.

“The Circle Line is a crucial part of the URA’s 1991 Concept Plan. It will 

provide a way for people to travel around Singapore without having to go through 

town and at the same time shorten journey times between the regional centres. It 

will also increase the commercial and employment opportunities of the sub-regional 

centres,” said Mr Yam Ah Mee, Chief Executive Director of the People’s Association 

(former Chief Executive of LTA).
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How many trips are taken on the MRT 
every day? 

ANSWER:

 An estimated 2 million people use the MRT every day.
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With the planning and the design stage complete, the line was carved out 

into five parts – Circle Line Stage 1 to Circle Line Stage 5 – and tendered out. 

Construction began in 2003.

The Circle Line was expected to have its first section operational by 

2006 and fully opened in 2010. But tragedy struck on 20 April 2004, when 

the Nicoll Highway collapsed. Rather than build over the collapsed area, the 

authorities decided on a new alignment of the tunnel. As a result, the Nicoll 

Highway station was reduced to about two-thirds its original size and moved to 

a new site about 100m from the highway collapse site. In the end, the opening 

of the Circle Line was delayed till 2009 and the entire line’s completion by 2011. 

The cost rose from $6.7 billion to $8 billion.

 over To you

By 28 May 2009, Stage 3 of the Circle Line, which runs from Bartley to Marymount, 

was opened. On 17 April 2010, Stages 1 and 2, running from Dhoby Ghaut to 

Bartley, were opened. 

“The opening of the Circle Line underscores the Government’s commitment 

to improve our public transport capacity and connectivity, so as to make it a choice 

mode for all. Indeed, even as we are building and opening the Circle Line in phases, 

there are already plans in the pipeline to further expand the rail network. New lines, 

such as the Downtown Line, will be progressively added to the rail network to cater 

for future growth in travel demand. When completed, these rail lines will bring us 

even closer to our vision of a well-connected and vibrant city of the future,” said  

Mr Raymond Lim, former Minister for Transport and Second Minister for Foreign 

Affairs at the Opening of Circle Line Stages 1 and 2.

The last two stages, 4 and 5, were opened on 8 October 2011, a few months 

ahead of schedule. Completed, the Circle Line is now the world’s longest fully-

automated underground metro line.

Building WiTh your fuTure in Mind

Some stations on the Circle Line were designed as “shell” stations. This meant 

these stations would not be opened till there was a need for the rail operator to do 

so. These were Caldecott, Haw Par Villa and Bukit Brown. When the Line opened, 

Caldecott and Haw Par Villa were also made operational, with only Bukit Brown still 

a “shell” station.

“When the demand for it comes, or when we anticipate it coming, the ‘shell’ 

stations will be made ready and the lines will be extended. As far as possible, we 

have planned and built with an increase in demand in the future,” said Ms Lina Lim, 

Deputy Group Director, Policy & Planning.

Part of anticipating demand involves listening closely to the people who will 

be affected by the systems.

“Making our transport system one that is centred on people is an ongoing 

journey,” said Minister for Transport and Second Minister for Foreign Affairs Lui 

Tuck Yew in a June 2011 speech. “I am glad that the LTA has made community 

engagement a priority in recent years. There has been a concerted effort to consult 

stakeholders like grassroots leaders and commuters through different fora. These 

efforts must be reinforced and strengthened.”

 The five stages of the Circle Line may be completed, but for LTA, the end of 

the road – or line – always runs beyond the horizon.

(Top) Minister of State for Transport 
and Finance Mrs Josephine Teo 
visiting the Land Transport Gallery.

(Facing page) At the 2010 National 
Day Rally, Prime Minister Lee Hsien 
Loong spoke of plans to spend 
S$60 billion over the next decade to 
double the rail network.
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Excavating a 33.3km tunnel is a 
major challenge in itself. It gets 
tougher when that tunnel has to be 
excavated through mixed ground, 
very close to buildings, pipelines, 
power cables, gas lines – and 
connect to other underground 
stations already in operation.

This chapter traces some of the 
major challenges that LTA and its 
contractors faced when building 
the Circle Line. 

 Men at Work, 
Business as usual
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(Top) A tunnel completed using the TBM.

50

Digging Deep

Boring a tunnel is hardly straightforward. Alignment is critical to avoid odd turns for 

the train. Once a tunnel is built, all the tracks, electrical lines, control cables and 

equipment for lighting and ventilation are installed.

Working the grounD

“You have mud, you have clay, loose soil, tightly packed soil – and then you have 

massive blocks of granite you cannot bore through that easily but must blast 

through. Singapore really has so many soil types to deal with – all these can occur 

within a short distance – so you need to be prepared for all eventualities,” explained 

Mr Samuel McChesney, Senior Project Manager, Circle Line Stage 4. 

The problems and risks are many – for all sorts of ground.

 DiviDing the circle

the circle line is made up of five “stages”. 

 stage 1 is a 5.4km stretch starting from Dhoby ghaut 

interchange station and runs through a very congested 

city shopping district.

 stage 2 runs 5.6km. it passes five stations and 

includes the kim chuan Depot, which manages the 

trains of the circle line.

 stage 3 is a 5.7km route that spans a mostly 

residential district and has two interchanges – 

serangoon and Bishan. it also has sections where 

tunnels must pass very closely to each other.

 stages 4 is a 9.8km route that passes through 

residential areas very close to homes. 

 stage 5 runs 6.8km. it comprises five stations and 

ends at harbourFront, an interchange station. 

 the tunnel Boring Machine

almost two storeys high, approximately 6.6m in diameter and 

with a 10-metre long cylindrical shield, the 430-ton tunnel 

boring machine (tBM) has a 60-metre long equipment train. 

the massive beast can excavate the ground at a pace of up to 

80mm/min. When a standard length of ground (typically 1.4m) 

is excavated, concrete segments are erected to form a ring 

inside the tBM’s shield. as the tBM excavates further, more 

rings are built to form a tunnel. the tBM shield allows workers 

within it to build the tunnel ring in safety.

51
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The soil that lies beneath our feet come in all 
colours and textures. Can you guess which soil 
type is being described below?

ANSWER:

1. Marine Clay
2. Old Alluvium
3. Jurong Formation
4. Bukit Timah Granite

1 2

3 4

Greyish material, with the 
consistency of toothpaste.  
Soil improvement is 
often necessary for deep 
excavation.

Consists of heavily folded, 
interbedded layers of 
sandstone, siltstone and 
mudstone, with varying 
degrees of weathering. 
Weathering can vary 
dramatically over a short 
distance and the rocks can 
be very fractured. As a result, 
the behaviour of the material 
during tunnelling can change 
quickly. 

Medium dense, to very dense 
sandy, to hard clayey material 
that is very abrasive to the 
TBMs. This causes rapid wear 
of the TBM’s ripper teeth on 
the cutter head.

1 2

3 4 The weathering of a rock 
can vary greatly. Thus, a 
tunnel face can present 
weathered material (soil) 
near the top of the tunnel 
and fresh, hard granite 
at the bottom. Tunnelling 
must be controlled properly 
so as to avoid settlement of 
the soil, which can lead to 
sinkholes. 
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proBleMs pileD up

Since Singapore is a densely built-up area and the MRT line is meant to serve 

large population centres, the tunnel inevitably had to pass under areas with many 

buildings. And this ultimately meant lots and lots of piles.

“An important location was below the Bishan MRT Depot. The Depot had to 

keep running to keep the lines going. They could not stop for us. So we had to do a 

lot of extra work to put in new piles and transfer the weight of the depot onto these 

new piles so we could cut the old ones away,” said Mr Tan Kian Thong, Director, 

Downtown Line Stage 2, Civil Construction Team 2 (former Director, Circle Line 

Stage 3). 

“We also had to tunnel underneath Serangoon North-East Line and we had 

to do it in such a way that both the station and the road viaduct above the station 

did not settle,” added Mr Tan.

“At least in those situations, we knew how deep the old piles went. But some, 

like Jalan Harom Setangkai had no records and others like Pasir Panjang, had piles 

made of timber of unknown length. At that site, we made really extensive checks 

before a slurry TBM was brought in and we used stronger tunnel linings so that an 

old pile could not pierce it. We also relocated the residents,” said Mr Yoshimitsu 

Aya, Tunnel Manager, Contractor Taisei Corporation. 

hoW close can tWo tunnels get? 

Between Serangoon Station and Bartley Station are two tunnels that carry trains in 

opposite directions very close to each other. 

(Top) An art seat at Bishan Circle 
Line station.

(Left) Machinery that helps LTA 
engineers with their work.

(Facing page) The underpass that 
connects the North-East Line to 
the Circle Line at Serangoon MRT 
station.

“the Depot haD to 
keep running to keep 
the lines going. they 

coulD not stop  
For us...”

Tan Kian Thong
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Since it was the first time in Singapore that railway tunnels would be dug in such 

close proximity to each other, researchers from Cambridge University were called in. 

the stations: easy access For you

This section takes a look at some of the challenges involved in building underground 

stations that have to link with the rest of the network, be built under severe constraints 

and connect with almost every nearby building for easy and sheltered access.

DhoBy ghaut: caissons Dug By hanD

The central challenge in adding a line to this interchange was carrying out all the work 

safely without affecting the day-to-day operations of the North-South Line (NSL) and 

North-East Line (NEL). 

“When the NEL was connected to this station, a link underpass was built with 

a 30-metre-long travelator connecting the NEL station and the NSL station. The new 

Circle Line station had to be built under this link underpass. To enhance the support of 

the underpass, we installed seven Caisson piles and then constructed capping beams 

to form the supporting system,” said Mr Eugene Tan, Construction Manager, Contractor 

WohHup-Shanghai Tunnel-NCC Joint Venture. 

A Cassion pile is a hand-dug large diameter pile. It is a very old method for 

installing piles, one that is hardly used today thanks to machines like piling rigs. Thus, it 

took 60 men 9 months to build the seven Caisson piles, deep in the earth below the link 

underpass. In that period, hundreds of thousands of commuters floated by overhead on 

the travelator, unaware that far below them, a group of 60 unsung heroes were working 

to keep them safe.

Mr Tan Cheow Kiak, Deputy Project Manager, Downtown Line Stage 2 (former 

Senior Project Engineer, Circle Line Stage 1) said: “It’s interesting that we had to revert 

to a very old method of putting in piles. You put in what is essentially a cylinder in which 

the men dig down in. As they go further, you add sections to the cylinder and when it 

reaches the required depth, you fill it up. It was tough on the men. The space in the 

cylinder was cramped, not too many men could dig at the same time. Progress was slow, 

but this old method worked.”

esplanaDe station: Business as usual

Esplanade Station is beneath Bras Basah Road and Nicoll Highway, serving hotels and 

shopping malls as well as the Suntec Convention Centre. Its entrances are close to 

these facilities and one entrance is connected to the CityLink underground mall. On top 

of that, the works were also carried out near historical buildings like the Raffles Hotel, the 

former NCO Club and the War Memorial Monument.

 “There are hundreds of thousands of shoppers visiting this area everyday and 

quite a lot of them were foreign visitors. We were building an underground MRT station 

which is equivalent to the height of a 7-storey HDB building. The works were massive 

but the demand for us to build it quietly, with no dust or sand in a very tight area was so 

strong that it became a daily challenge that all of us had to meet,” said Mr Soh Kin Meng, 

Project Manager, Downtown Line Stage 2, Civil Construction Team 1 (former Senior 

Project Engineer, Circle Line Stage 1).

They chose a method called a diaphragm wall. This meant placing in retaining 

walls before excavation, which would reduce ground movements from the removal of 

large amounts of soil. This method also cuts the amount of noise and vibration affecting 

nearby buildings.

The station itself was built using the top-down method, meaning that the roof was 

positioned first after the diaphragm walls were in place. This had the benefit of cutting 

noise and dust pollution further as activities were all below the roof. It also meant work 

could continue in bad weather. And with construction activities now shielded by the roof 

slab, Bras Basah Road and the War Memorial Park were also reinstated early.

(Bottom) The construction of Dhoby 
Ghaut station, 2004. 

(Following pages) The Cassion piles 
built to support the linkway between 
the North-South Line and the North-
East Line were dug by hand.
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“We tried our best to keep the digging out of sight, as the station is situated right 

beneath the very busy Bras Basah Road and Nicoll Highway. We had no choice but 

to carry out multiple stages of traffic diversion to facilitate the construction works. It 

was really inevitable. We could not close roads – that would have caused ridiculous 

jams stretching to several roads away. It is paramount to plan the sequence of the 

construction works,” said Mr Randy Cheong Yoke Shen, Project Manager, Down 

Town Line 2 (former Project Manager, Circle Line Stage 1). 

Diverting the traFFic

LTA engineers used computer simulation models and available data to build 

a picture of the situation. Many LTA departments were consulted. The Traffic 

Management Department used sophisticated computer models for analysis and a 

final recommendation was sent to the Minister for Transport for endorsement. 

“In the end, we carried out over 10 stages of traffic diversion,” said Mr Quek 

Chew Chiang, Commercial Director, Contractor WohHup-Shanghai Tunnel-NCC 

Joint Venture. Said Mr Victor Quek Wei Min, Project Communications Manager: 

“We kept all businesses informed, held a special exhibition and Q&A session, had 

site visits too. We used the media to keep the public up to date. We also made it a 

point to schedule noisy work for weekends.”

“I would like to thank building owners, tenants and passers-by for their 

assistance and tolerance. I am glad that life went on pretty much as normal while we 

were building. Tough, but we managed,” said Mr Soh Kin Meng, Project Manager, Downtown Line Stage 2, Civil Construction Team 1 (former Senior Project Engineer, 

Circle Line Stage 1).

paya leBar: viaDuct

The biggest civil engineering challenge at Paya Lebar was the underpinning of two 

existing East-West Line viaduct piers. It was the first such operation carried out in 

Singapore on a live, heavy-capacity MRT line. 

“To transfer the load of the viaduct to other structures, we used a concrete 

wall, concrete beam and a jacking system that was very powerful. We could then 

cut the old piles away and build new piles in more convenient locations to support 

the viaduct,” said Mr Yap Thiam Hock, Project Manager, Contractor Nishimatsu-

Lum Chang Joint Venture.

Many monitoring devices were installed and key engineers would receive 

an instantaneous blip on their mobile phone whenever alert levels were breached. 

Spare materials and tools were on standby in case the piers tilted when the piles 

were cut, and LTA worked out emergency procedures with the Singapore Civil 

Defence Force. Only then, was the underpinning process allowed to commence. 

Numerous traffic diversions were 
made to facilitate construction 
works at Esplanade station. 

Paya Lebar Circle Line station
by night.



ANSWER:

1  Singapore
2  United Kingdom 
3 Bangladesh
4  The Philippines 
5  Malaysia
6  China

7 South Koren 
8 Myanmar
9 France
10 India
11 Thailand 
12 Japan

1

4

7

10

2

5

8

11

3

6

9

12

These flags represent the major nationalities that worked 
on the Circle Line. Can you recognise these flags?
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Laying of trackworks in 
progress for two tunnels 
merging at the crossover 
tunnel box.
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(Top) Laying the tracks in the tunnel 
is manpower-intensive work.

(Right) Construction works for Circle 
Line next to the existing East-West 
Line at Paya Lebar station.

(Facing page) Construction 
workers lowering steel bars into the 
excavation site.

(Following pages) Construction 
and earth works for the Circle Line 
project.
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kiM chuan Depot: hoMe oF the circle line’s trains 

Kim Chuan Depot (KCD), at Hougang Avenue 3 and Kim Chuan Road, is the 

world’s first MRT Depot built specifically for these types of driverless trains. All train 

movement within this depot can be controlled centrally at the Depot Control Centre.

Capable of stabling up to 77 three-car trains, Kim Chuan Depot is huge – 11 

hectares – or the area of 17 soccer pitches. It is 800m long and 160m wide and sits 

17m below the surface. 

The space savings above ground are immense. At 800m, it is about the same 

span that the Orchard, Somerset and Dhoby Ghaut stations cover. The width of a 

road and the malls that flank Orchard Road is about 160m at some points. 

“Given the amount of space its operations required, the most practical solution 

was to locate it underground, so that above ground, the land could still be put to 

good use. The KCD columns had been designed to cater for future developments, 

and the new Bartley Road Extension viaduct is also supported by the depot roof. 

There’s absolutely no waste of space,” said Mr Ng Kee Nam, Deputy Group Director, 

Rail (Circle & Downtown Lines).

Kim Chuan Depot provides cleaning and maintenance services for all the 

trains and systems of the Circle Line. It is home to the Operation Control Centre 

that manages the trains as they run the Circle Line. It has facilities for storage and 

training, and of course, the Depot Control Centre, which runs the trains in Kim 

Chuan Depot. 

The first major task was the excavation and movement of some 2.16 million 

cubic metres of earth. Earthworks began in 2001 and the civil contracts later in 

2002. Much of the earth that was moved was transported to Pulau Tekong for projects 

by the Ministry of Defence in 2001 to 2002.

The construction work was complicated at Hougang Ave 3 because of the 

services – electricity, gas, water, sewerage, communications – in the area. First, 

boring and piling had to avoid all these services. Mr Tan Kok Jin, Deputy Director of 

Downtown Line Stage 1 (former Senior Project Manager, Circle Line Stage 2), said 

they presented a bigger challenge when building underground.

“Services are already a challenge when you build above them, because the 

piling needs to avoid them. But when you build under them? And cut away the earth 

that supports them? It’s a different challenge – and not every service line is headed 

in the same direction when you work in an area as built up as this. You have to work 

around them practically all over the work site.

“Then, as work went below these services, engineers had to design a system that 

would support or carry the service cables and pipes so that work could go on beneath 

them. Even so, working around these essential services provided daily challenges, 

even after the support structures were built. Soil conditions varied too,” explained Mr 

Daniel Tay, Construction Manager, Contractor Hock Lian Seng Infrastructure Pte Ltd. 

(Top) LTA Chairman Michael Lim at 
the opening of Kim Chuan Depot.

(Facing page) Kim Chuan Depot 
is where trains go to get cleaned 
up and repaired after a long day of 
serving commuters.

(Following pages) Kim Chuan Depot 
under construction.
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What is the total length of all the 
tracks in Kim Chuan Depot?

ANSWER:

 13km

?km

0km
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Across the road from Willyn Ville are some of Holland Village’s shophouses. 
Business owners have also had to put up with a lot of inconvenience – including having 
their frontage hidden from view thanks to hoardings.

“But I am quite satisfied with LTA. At least there’s somebody to listen to our 
complaints and help solve our problems,” said Mr Adam Ng, owner of Joo Ann Foh 
Colour Service at Holland Village.

pasir panjang station: all together noW

Pasir Panjang Station presented engineers with a combination of some of the challenges 
they had faced at earlier stages. 

The station is located along Pasir Panjang Road, 20m below the surface and close 
to residential areas that comprise houses, low-rise apartment buildings and shophouses. 
There is also the Pasir Panjang Semi Expressway (PPSE), an elevated viaduct parallel 
to the station. The viaduct is also very close – just 10m – away from the station site. 

“The main challenge we faced here was building a station without adversely affecting 
the sensitive structures around its periphery, given the challenging soft ground conditions,” 
said Mr Low Chye Chin, Project Director, Contractor Sembawang Engineers & Constructors 
Pte Ltd. “In this respect, LTA took proactive measures to protect the surrounding structures 
instead of allowing the adjacent structures to be susceptible to damage.” 

“Over time, settlement is unavoidable. That’s the nature of the ground. Even the hardest 
granite can be weathered down to soil. What we’ve built will last decades, generations, but 
eventually, time and nature will triumph. As engineers, we will have to seek a harmonious 
union with nature,” Mr Chepurthy Veeresh, Geotechnical Engineer, commented. 

the circle is yours

“The new stations will bring more crowds for makan at the food centre and to my shop,” Mr 
Siow Kee Lin, 66, sundry shop operator at the Old Airport Road Market and Food Centre.

“After the new station opens, my wife and I will be able to get around easier and 
visit more places. This is afterall, what enjoying our retirement is all about,” Mr Georgie 
Chng, retiree, Bras Basah resident.

“I can’t wait for the whole Circle Line to open. Currently, I have to change trains at 
City Hall when I need to head east. Once the whole Circle Line opens, I can just take a 
train from Marymount to Paya Lebar and then switch to the East-West Line. The journey 
will be faster and more direct,” Mr Alan Foo, Shunfu resident.

It has taken almost a decade to complete the five stages of the Circle Line, with 
three years lost because of the disaster at Nicoll Highway. But that loss – of life and of 
time – taught LTA some very important lessons about safety management. Also, in the 
course of building the Circle Line, LTA engineers learnt much about working underground 
in extreme conditions. Wherever in Singapore future lines may go, LTA is ready with their 
experience and ready to break new ground.

“at least there’s 
soMeBoDy to listen 
to our coMplaints 
anD help solve our 

proBleMs.”

Adam Ng

The Holland Village station is 
situated in a bustling business and 
residential area, and will be a great 
convenience to residents and party-
goers alike when it opens.

hollanD village: Digging close to hoMe

The main challenge of this station was keeping the 5-storey Willyn Ville Condominium 
safe when it was only 6m away from the edge of the excavation. 

Mr Ow Chun Nam, Director, Contracts 1, Downtown Line Stage 3 (former Director, 
Circle Line Stage 4), explained the challenges at the Willyn Ville Condominium.

 “Willyn Ville was on good ground, but the fact that the excavation would be only 
6m away meant that we needed to take as many precautions as possible. We tested 
the ground, took samples and when the digging began, we watched the walls very, very 
closely for deflection. Settlement is something that happens naturally – it can happen to 
any building, especially if it sits on soils like the Jurong Formation sort, which is made up 
of many types of material. The fact that buildings can have cracks or the ground seems 
to break up a little – all these are evidence of settlement. It can and does happen over 
long periods of time and is usually not of much concern. Movements in the earth, like 
from excavation, can also cause them earlier. And this is where you have to keep a look 
out for unusually large movements.”

Ms Lim Ai Hua, a resident of Willyn Ville throughout the entire dig period, said LTA 
did a good job.

“They were very good about keeping us informed and updated on what was 
happening. The green hoarding was just outside my window and I suppose the fine dust 
was inevitable. But when the tunnel was being drilled, I heard and felt almost nothing. It 
was not disturbing at all.”

“In general, I think they always responded promptly to our complaints and did 
whatever they thought necessary to correct the situation. Of course there were more 
things we’d have liked them to sort out, but on the whole, they were good about it.”
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Workers celebrating as the 
tunnel boring machine made 
the final breakthrough for the 
Circle Line. The toughest part 
is over, but the tracks still have 
to be laid and electrical works 
completed. 
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Excavation works for the 
construction of the tunnels 
adjacent to Nicoll Highway 
on Circle Line Stage 1 were 
progressing normally when an 
earth retaining wall used to 
support the excavation gave way 
at about 3.30pm on 20 April 2004. 
The incident site was about 100m 
from where the Nicoll Highway 
station now stands, not far from 
the Merdeka Bridge.  

 Facing SetbackS, 
emerging Stronger
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“For most of the men on the ground, there was no warning. The wall gave way and 

everything started to come down on them,” said Mr Heng Chiang Hai, Project Manager, 

Downtown Line Stage 3, Civil Construction Team 2 (former Deputy Project Manager, 

Circle Line Stage 1).

 The collapse resulted in a major soil subsidence that caused a zone of damage 

150m wide and 100m long, and went down 30m, swallowing two construction cranes in 

the process. The structural slabs of the Merdeka Bridge were also damaged. All six lanes 

of the Nicoll Highway had to be closed.

“When we surveyed the damage, we were shocked. But we could not stay 

shocked. We had to act fast to make sure we had evacuated everyone and then prevent 

further damage,” added Mr Heng.

After rescue operations were ended, the collapsed area near Merdeka Bridge and 

the Crawford Underpass near Kallang Basin had to be backfilled. This was done urgently 

to prevent further ground subsidence to nearby buildings. Then the incomplete Nicoll 

Highway Station excavation site had to be filled.

The closure of Nicoll Highway caused massive traffic disruptions. Merdeka Bridge 

had to be repaired as soon as possible and by the end of that year, on 4 December, it 

was fully opened again to traffic.

all work Stopped

Works for 16 of the 24 dig sites of the Circle Line were stopped on 24 April by the Ministry 

of Manpower and the Building and Construction Authority (BCA). The excavation works 

at the station and the tunnels under the highway were near major buildings such as The 

Concourse, Golden Mile Tower and Golden Mile Complex. The risk was too great.

The tragedy caused work on the first stage of the Circle Line to be significantly 

delayed. Instead of opening in 2008, it was opened in 2010. The station was moved 

about 100m away from the accident site and also reduced in size by a third. Originally, 

the Nicoll Highway station was to have been the end point of the Bukit Timah Line, but in 

its new position, it could not.

no time to grieve

“The collapse itself was a traumatic event for many of us. People had died, including 

a man who was our colleague and friend, but we also had to quickly find solutions to 

make sure the damage did not spread,” said Mr Paul Fok, Group Director, Engineering.

“And even though the work had ground to a complete stop, we were not 

idle. All of us, LTA, BCA, contractors, designers, consultants – we pulled out all the 

stops and worked round the clock to find solutions. Where would the line run now? 

Where would the station be? How could we ensure the safety of the buildings and 

the safety of the area?”

But there was the problem of finding a new alignment for the Circle Line in that 

area. Initial proposals showed there would be unacceptable risks. The contractor, 

Nishimatsu Construction, appointed consultants to submit a proposal for new bored 

tunnels and a new station along a new alignment. Once this was given approval, 

Nishimatsu appointed all the consultants: Aecom Consultants (formerly Maunsell 

Consultants), Meindhart Consultants and Ong & Ong Consultants, to design the 

tunnels and station, which they managed in the tight deadline of a year.

(Top) The collapse of a temporary 
supporting wall for a Circle Line 
tunnel resulted in the collapse of 
part of the Nicoll Highway.

(Preceding pages) Nicoll Highway 
station was opened to the public in 
April 2010.
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Teams of SCDF officers were 
mobilised in an exhaustive and 
dangerous 3-day search for 
survivors. Sniffer dogs trained to 
track the scent of human beings 
and taught to bark when they 
discover someone also formed part 
of the search and rescue team.

a reckoning For Some

There were also major organisational changes after the main contractor, Nishimatsu-

Lum Chang Joint Venture, as well as key LTA officers, were found responsible for the 

collapse by a criminal court. Other contractors and officers were either reprimanded 

or issued warnings. Together with BCA, LTA formulated stricter safety regulations 

for the construction of future MRT lines.

“It was not a matter of pointing fingers,” said Mr Lim Bok Ngam, LTA’s Deputy 

Chief Executive (Infrastructure & Development). “We had to find out how the 

problem had been allowed to grow and reach that catastrophic point. There were 

people responsible for it and whether it was our own staff or the contractor’s, people 

had to be called to account for their actions – or lack of it.” 

a better SyStem oF checkS

To ensure that there was a better system of checks, the contractor was no longer 

allowed to let its own staff design and supervise temporary works for excavation. 

These now had to be carried out independently by designers of the consultant.

“The contractor did everything they could to make the situation right,” said 

Mr Sim Wee Meng, Group Director, Rail (Circle & Downtown Lines). “Our new 

procedures also separated responsibilities. Things might take longer, there might 

be a lot more checks and counter checks. But better a delay than another accident, 

especially one with loss of life.” 

The new tunnels were designed by Aecom Consultants, and Tunnel Boring 

Machines (TBMs) were bought from Japan. The work was supervised by a 

Japanese senior engineer and a tunnel manager from the United Kingdom. With 

close supervision from both the contractor team and the qualified person(s) team 

from Parsons Brinckerhoff, the ground settlement due to the tunnelling work was 

very low and no damage was caused to the adjacent buildings. 

The abandoned tunnels also had to be destroyed. Again, special machines 

from Japan were used and Japanese teams fully crushed the tunnels so that there 

would be no obstruction to the TBMs.

To ensure that the ground was properly consolidated to prevent settlement 

of the bored tunnels over time, perforated vertical drains were installed by the 

contractor. Further ground improvement works were carried out near tunnel 

drainage sumps and cross-passages to ensure safety.

“we had to Find out 
how the problem 

had been allowed to 
grow and reach that 
cataStrophic point.”

Lim Bok Ngam

we will not Forget

these are the men who died in the nicoll highway collapse.

mr vadivil s/o nadeson, crane operator

mr liu rong Quan, construction worker

mr John tan lock yong, lta engineering officer

mr heng yeow peow, aka hero heng, Foreman
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(Top) A surveyor monitoring 
the structural movement at the 
basement carpark of Golden Mile 
Tower and Complex.

mitigating the riSk

One key reason for the Nicoll Highway incident was the faulty monitoring  

instruments used to measure tunnel wall deflection. LTA, following a 

recommendation from the Commission of Inquiry, appointed an independent 

monitoring firm for the job, instead of letting the contractor handle it through its 

own subcontracted geotechnical firm. Contractors also now have to maintain 

a comprehensive Risk Register, identifying all hazards and taking mitigation 

measures.

“Ultimately, everybody – LTA, the contractors, the specialists we brought in – 

everyone worked really hard to set things right again. The past informs our actions, 

but we also had to get past that and move ahead,” said Mr Frederick Wong, Group 

Director, Safety & Contracts.

“We have to ensure that every worker goes home safe, at the end of each 

day. Building a people-centred land transport system is not just about the needs of 

our commuters, it’s also about the safety of our builders,” said Mr Lim Bok Ngam, 

LTA’s Deputy Chief Executive (Infrastructure & Development). 

“Yes, it does seem a lot more complicated now. And yes, people can say this 

is all just lip service,” said Mr Ow Chun Nam, Director, Contracts 1, Downtown Line 

Stage 3 (former Director, Circle Line Stage 4). “But we know we are serious about it. 

So do the contractors. We even subject ourselves to external audit. And the safety 

record of the Circle Line since Nicoll Highway has been improving all the time. That 

does not come about from mere lip service.”

 SaFety FirSt

a slew of new safety protocols were worked out by lta and bca. 

these are the key changes made with regard to engineering: 

 right from the start, a project Safety review is now used 

to identify and reduce risks at their source. once hazards 

are identified, ways are found to lessen them at the design, 

construction and handover stages.

 Safety requirements are now set above industry standards. 

examples include having at least a double scaffold access 

for emergency evacuation and at least one man-cage at each 

excavation area for rescues. 

 educate contractorS and promote SaFety

new rules were not sufficient. the agencies felt that contractors had to be part of the safety 

enhancement process as well and motivated to abide by the rules. lta also opened its practices  

and records to scrutiny by an external auditor.

 contractors are now either rewarded or penalised under the Safety performance Scheme. 

 every six months, contractors meet lta to discuss issues like safety performance and challenges 

coming up, planning together to reduce the risks.

 lta also runs a construction Safety management course – a half-day course for project managers  

and workplace Safety & health officers.

 dupont audit

lta worked very hard to improve its safety record, and this shows in the improved safety rating it 

received following an audit by dupont Safety resources. lta scored 4.07 points out of a maximum of 

5.0 points in safety checks conducted in april 2009, placing lta among the top 5 to 10 percent of 

organisations worldwide in terms of safety excellence.
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taking no chanceS

On 16 August 2007, after work had resumed on the Circle Line, a 7-metre stretch 

of two lanes sank about 20cm close to the junction of Telok Blangah Road and 

Alexandra Road in the evening. BCA immediately stopped the tunnelling and 

revoked the contractor’s tunnelling permit. 

It was the fourth stop-work order issued to the Circle Line that year. 

Although this slowed down work, the stop-work orders were vital to ensuring 

the safety of workers and the residents and passers-by in the area. It 

reflected the strict attitude of the agencies towards safety. There could be 

no compromises.

“You could say that we were put to the test,” said Mr Rama Venkta, Director, 

Contracts 2, Downtown Line Stage 3 (former Director, Circle Line Stage 5). “Were 

all our safety warnings and protocols just talk? Or would we really do everything 

we said we would do – even if it cost us time and money? Stop-work orders were 

frustrating. But if you want to maintain a high standard of safety, the alarms need 

to go off early.” 

coming back Stronger From SetbackS

Challenges are inherent in all massive infrastructural projects, especially if these 

take place in difficult conditions such as those found underground. However, through 

good planning and preparation, communicating well with contractors, using top-notch 

equipment and methods and having uncompromising safety protocols in place, much 

of the risk may be mitigated. 

“We will do whatever it takes to prevent accidents and prepare for 

emergencies,” said Mr Ng Kee Nam, Deputy Group Director, Rail (Circle & 

Downtown Lines).

“After Nicoll Highway, we went through our procedures with a fine-toothed 

comb and put right the loopholes that began the chain of incidents leading to the 

collapse. We introduced more checks and balances to ensure that standards 

cannot be bypassed.” 

To ensure that the people on the ground always make decisions with safety 

as top priority, LTA conducts Construction Safety Management courses not just 

for its officers, but also for contractors, their managers, supervisors and the men 

doing the building. “Education, repeated often enough, for long enough, eventually 

becomes culture,” said Mr Ng. 

Some lessons can be particularly harsh. Nicoll Highway was one – but it is one 

lesson LTA never wants to have to take again. LTA has done much – immediately 

after 2004 and in the years since – to continuously improve its processes, safety 

protocols and training, and move forward stronger than ever.

“We’ve learnt. We’ve moved on,” said Mr Ng. “But we must never forget.”

“we’ve learnt. we’ve 
moved on. but we 

muSt never Forget.”

Ng Kee Nam

(Facing page) The completed Telok 
Blangah station opened its doors to 
the public on 8 October 2011
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Construction is a massive 
undertaking that is noisy and 
disruptive – and the public’s 
patience and understanding  
are of paramount importance.

 Your understanding,  
Your patience
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“Ultimately, what LTA does is for people,” said Mr Chew Hock Yong, LTA’s Chief 

Executive. “Commuting is a part of modern city life and infrastructure like roads and MRT 

tracks and tunnels must be built. The challenge of course, is that not everyone benefits 

to the same extent from each project. Build an expressway and the people who do not 

drive may not benefit. Build an MRT line and the people who do not use the train may 

not benefit. The challenge lies in how to get them to see the bigger picture and support  

the project.”

taking care of You

Mr Tay Chin Guan, Deputy Director of Project Communications said, “Finding ways to 

mitigate inconveniences like noise, dust and detours is just one part of the job. The other 

bigger – and I think tougher – part is getting people to see that everything is ultimately 

for them and even if the benefits may not seem obvious now, they will be there for their 

children. With infrastructure, you do need that long-term view of things. And you also do 

need long-term tolerance of the inconveniences. Our teams help prepare people for this.

“LTA works very hard to keep people who live or work near the affected areas 

informed. When people know what’s going on, they are reassured that things are safe and 

being taken care of. Gaining public confidence is important.” 

seek to understand

Although LTA’s engineers design solutions that minimise some of the inconveniences,  

people still have to take alternate routes. Hoardings will be up for a long time. Drivers will 

have to negotiate odd bends in the road while tunnelling goes on beneath the surface.

While building a people-centred land transport system, LTA needs to also be as 

people-centred as possible. Thus, LTA takes the views of the public very seriously and 

has a dedicated Project Communications team all set to talk to the people affected by 

the work. From these discussions, the team then works to find ways to either solve or 

minimise the problems.

“The community engagement teams’ job is also to help people understand  — the 

need for the project, the reason why certain problems cannot be avoided completely – for 

example, noise – or the reason why things need to take so long,” said Ms Suzanna Goh, 

Director of Project Communications & Feedback. 

“Understanding is a little harder to come by. Sometimes there are technical 

practicalities to consider, like the pouring of concrete – it cannot be stopped midway. But 

I think people understood and put up with things because I think they could see that we 

were trying very hard to take note of their feedback and then taking action where possible.” 

Thinking about the people at all 
times – a playground that was to 
be demolished now brings joy and 
laughter to children in the Jamiyah 
Children’s Home.

“ultimatelY,  

what lta does is  

for people.” 

Chew Hock Yong
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 lta goes the extra mile

mr teo chee hean, minister in charge of the civil service, highlighted lta when 

commenting on the state of singapore’s public service in the may–June 2008 issue of 

the public service magazine, challenge.

“we need to look at process change and mindset change at the same time,” he said. 

“take, for example, the land transport authority (lta). in the past, if a community leader 

or member of the public had a suggestion to improve traffic flow in his town, he would 

write in to lta and the roads people would consider it from a road engineering point  

of view.

“lta restructured the process. rather than just examine the issue along functional 

lines, lta assigned officers who would be responsible for each town or area. this process 

change followed a mindset change which came from saying, ‘let me put an officer there 

to work with the community to understand what the problem is, and how we can solve 

it.’ the lta officer can bring his professional knowledge and match that with the more 

intimate understanding of the actual ground situation to address the issue in a more 

holistic way, working with the community to find the best solution.”

(Previous page) Deputy Prime Minister 
Teo Chee Hean taking a ride in 
the new Circle Line train during the 
opening ceremony of the Circle Line 
Stage 3 on 27 May 2009.

(Top) The Circle Line Discovery 
offered family-friendly activities such 
as body painting and tours of the 
stations and trains.
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The Circle Line Discovery was a time 
of fun and games for commuters of 
all ages. 

96
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The community, Advisors to 
Grassroots Organisations 
(GROs) and LTA management 
enjoying a sneak preview of the 
Circle Line.
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a part of our life

“A big project like an MRT tunnel dig outside your home is really quite an eyesore,” 

said Ms Jenn Tan, a junior college student. “I live at Farrer Road and for I think 

about half my life, there was this work going on under the main road outside my flat. 

There was noise, lights, heavy traffic. Almost all the time.

“But sometimes, I saw these LTA officers coming by to talk to residents. Sure, 

there were days when I felt like asking my parents to send me to boarding school. 

But to be fair, things were always within reasonable limits.

“I thought when the dig was done, it was over. But guess what? Now there’s 

a dig going on in my school! But again – I’ve seen those LTA officers come over. 

They’ve had an exhibition in my school. And my teachers tell me LTA does go to 

great lengths to make up for our loss of use of the school field and things like that. 

Like they don’t do noisy work when there’s exams on.”

Jenn’s father, Mr Henry Tan, laughed when he heard Jenn say the dig had 

been on for half her life.

“I think that’s quite true actually. And when they finally moved everything away 

while I was away on business, the emptiness was quite startling really. I think on the 

whole, my family and neighbours just learnt to deal with it and eventually, that dig 

just became a part of our lives. It became part of the landscape, the soundscape. 

We had to put up with a lot. But on the whole, LTA did their best and we really 

appreciate it. And we appreciate that line.”

in touch and in tune 

During the construction of the Circle Line, residents were kept up-to-date with 

regular circulars and brochures. But sometimes, having an LTA officer listen to your 

problem was even better. The Project Communications team organised dialogue 

sessions and put up exhibits at block parties and community days. 

“You need to explain the project, its potential problems and potential benefits,” 

said Mr Tay Chin Guan, Deputy Director, Project Communications. 

noisY neighbours

Noise was one of the problems raised. At the Ramakrishna Mission in Bartley Road, 

for example, residents complained about the noise from the machinery.

“We installed double-glazed windows and noise barriers to reduce the noise 

from the nearby construction work,” says Mr Tan Kian Thong, Director, Downtown 

Line Stage 2, Civil Construction Team 2 (former Director, Circle Line Stage 3).

Exhibitions and discussions are key 
sources of information and feedback 
for LTA.

“You need to  

explain the proJect, 

its potential problems 

and potential 

benefits.” 

Tay Chin Guan



How long did the construction for  
each stage of the Circle Line take?

5.7  
Years

8.5  
Years

ccl1

ccl2

ccl3

7  
Years

ccl4&5

7.5  
Years



 connecting memories, meaning and malls

ms melissa goh, a relationship manager with a 

bank, was so pleased with dakota station that she 

gave mr sim wee meng, group director, rail (circle 

& downtown lines), an enthusiastic thank-you for 

the station when they met at a bank roadshow.

 “before dakota station, i had to take buses 

or cab everywhere. waiting time for a bus or 

cab could be as long as 20 minutes,” ms goh 

said. “with the circle line, the average waiting 

time is 6 minutes. in addition, if it were raining 

and i needed to rush to say, orchard road; 

instead of taking bus no. 16, which would take 30 minutes, the circle line can get me to dhoby ghaut in 20 

minutes – without getting soaking wet.”

for ms goh, who has lived in the area for all her 28 years, the name of the station and the art panels 

above the platform doors carry sentimental significance.

 “the area is named dakota because on 29 June 1946, a dakota aircraft belonging to the royal air force 

police with 20 non-commissioned officers on board, crashed near old airport road (then kallang road) in a 

storm with no survivors. dakota crescent was named in commemoration of this disaster. as for the art, it’s 

a display of items we don’t get to see much nowadays. i recall seeing elderly men riding trishaws around old 

airport road near the market and housewives would make use of this form of transport to get home from  

the market.”
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it’s home after all

But what if the solution were far more expensive? One example of LTA going the 

extra mile to treat people fairly was at Jalan Rindu. There, five terrace houses 

had to be torn down because their piles were in the way of the tunnel that was 

being bored below them. For the safety of the affected families, temporary homes 

elsewhere were found for them.

The five houses were torn down – and rebuilt. But this time, with new 

foundations that were out of the way of the tunnels. When the families returned, 

they went home to brand new buildings. They were delighted – as was Mr Seah 

Kian Peng, the Advisor to Braddell Heights GROs.

The Corporate Communications team threw a homecoming party for 

the residents - Mr Seah, grassroots representatives and nearby neighbours  

were invited.

welcome to our world

Given the enormity of the project and its long time frame, residents sometimes 

got curious about what exactly was happening behind the hoarding – or beneath  

their feet.

To give them an insight to the work that was surrounding their world, LTA 

also conducted site visits for residents. The visits were popular and many, like  

Mr Zainudin Nordin, Advisor to Bishan-Toa Payoh North GROs, came away 

impressed. He said: “I think it was very useful in the sense that we discovered the 

kind of work that was being done in the tunnel, the importance that’s been placed 

on security and safety, and the cleanliness of the worksite.”

Civil Engineering lecturer Mr Tan Poh Seng said his students benefited 

from the exposure. “It will definitely help them in their studies as well as their  

future career.”

Deputy Prime Minister Teo Chee Hean, during a visit to the Botanic Gardens 

Station in 2008, said: “It’s important for all of us to see the work so we don’t think 

the lines just appear!”

Mr Ng Cher Pheng, Pasir Ris West Citizens’ Consultative Committee (CCC) 

Chairman, said he and his grassroots leaders appreciated the visit very much. “I’m 

totally impressed,” he said. “There’s nothing like being underneath the work site 

to see how hard the people are working. It helps us to explain to people in the 

community what is happening.”

an opportunitY not to be missed

For others, like Madam Chua Ah Ber, a resident from Shunfu estate, a site visit was an 

opportunity she could not pass up. She was one of those who had the chance to visit 

Marymount Station in July 2008. After the visit, she said: “Although I am 77 years old 

and my legs are wobbly, I still signed up for this tour. This is the only chance for me, at 

my age, to visit the station first hand. It has been a rare opportunity and experience for 

me. I would also like to thank LTA for the efforts in constructing the station. The station 

is very near to my house and the house value has gone up by a large bit because of the 

proximity to the station. This has made the inconveniences which we experienced during 

the construction period insignificant.” 

“We are also thankful to LTA for listening and addressing the residents’ concerns 

during the construction period. With the completion of the station, we are all very happy. 

Once the station opens, it will bring a lot of convenience to the residents,” said Chairman 

for Shunfu Residents’ Committee, Mr Tan Kia Tan. 

Residents affected by the 
construction of Circle Line Stage 4 
visiting the work site to understand 
more about the construction 
process, 23 February 2008.

“it’s important for all 

of us to see the work 

so we don’t think the 

lines Just appear!” 

DPM Teo Chee Hean
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keep listening to feedback

Shortly after the Circle Line opened the Bartley to Marymount stretch in 2010, LTA 

began to receive feedback about it from commuters.

“We’re having problems finding our way around in the new stations,” one 

commuter complained, echoing the sentiments of quite a number.

In response, LTA met grassroots leaders to get a better idea of the problem 

before deciding on what needed to be done. So on 13 March 2010, they came 

together to discuss what could be improved before the next part of the line came 

into service on 17 April 2010. In all, 21 grassroots leaders representing areas 

around the 11 stations from Dhoby Ghaut to Bartley attended the tour.

Said Mr Kenneth Lee from the Tanglin-Cairnhill Constituency: “LTA has really 

gone the extra mile to gather feedback from the grassroots leaders who are also 

commuters.”

Ms Lily Teo from Mountbatten agreed. “I think it is great to have such visits 

prior to the opening so that LTA can identify the needs of commuters. It is such 

attention to details which will improve a commuter’s travelling experience.”

The feedback was important when the next stage opened on 17 April 2010. 

This time, the MRT operator, SMRT, put up more signs to make sure commuters 

did not get on the wrong trains. There were also 16 “service ambassadors” at the 

interchanges for the whole week to help give commuters directions.

“The first and second day were a bit confusing,” said service ambassador  

Ms Pamela Chin. “People were curious too. But today, it’s a bit more under control.”

Despite the initial confusion about directions, commuters still said having the 

Circle Line saved them time.

For security supervisor Mr Zai Ramli, the commute to work used to take him 

an hour – and three buses. With the Circle Line, it is now one feeder bus and one 

train – all in 25 minutes.

“The stations also look modern and nice – and the trip to work is now more 

pleasant,” he said.

For some, the time savings are not great. Mr Lim Hui De saves just 5 minutes 

by using the Circle Line. But he gets to sit down for his ride.

“The morning crowd is crazy if you are taking the red line (North-South Line) 

but if you take this Circle Line, it is really a lot better,” another commuter agreed.

“I am surprised that it is not too crowded even during peak hours,” said 

another. “It is comfortable, and I don’t really feel the congestion.”

Site visit to Circle Line Stage 4 – an 
unforgettable first-hand experience! 

How many enquiry and feedback  
calls does LTA receive in a year?

ANSWER: 

An average of 1 million 
calls every year!

1 year =

12 months

365 days

8,760 hours

 114 calls per hour
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 what’s going on at mY station?

on 7 June 2008, thomson 

residents had the rare 

opportunity to visit marymount 

station. they were shown 

non-public areas such as the 

ventilation room and monitoring 

systems room. lta officers 

explained how the systems 

worked as well as how their 

features ensured the safety of 

commuters. participants also got 

a chance to walk along the cross 

tunnel.

with the residents were advisor to bishan-toa payoh north gros mr hri kumar nair, 

members of the thomson ccc and various grassroots leaders. the tour included a visit to the lta 

transport gallery, which showcases the changes in singapore’s public transport systems.

said advisor to bishan-toa payoh gros, mr Zainudin nordin, of a visit he made: “it was very 

useful in the sense that we discovered the kind of work that was being done in the tunnel, the 

importance that’s been placed on security and safety, and the cleanliness of the worksite is 

amazing. i thought work like tunnelling would involve a lot of mess and all that, but what we saw 

was very clean, and the technology that was being used was also the latest. 

“and the explanation about the progress, the importance about preserving the environment, 

and how the work is being done is also something which is very useful for us to know. i think the 

grassroots leaders will be able to share the knowledge and the information with the residents, 

so that residents can understand and they will be more aware. it will be very helpful for them to 

understand because the tunnel will go through their estate, and will go under their houses. so this 

will help them and will also reassure them about the safety and security of the tunnelling works in 

the bishan area.” (Facing page) Project engineers briefing 
residents on safety procedures before  
the tour.

(Top left) The tour begins!

(Top right) Engineers explaining how 
various machinery work to make LTA’s  
job easier.

(Left) Walking through the tunnel.



(Top left) Students from Singapore 
Polytechnic taking a tour of the  
work site.

(Top right) Advisor to Bishan-Toa Payoh 
GROs, Mr Hri Kumar Nair, with residents 
at Marymount station work site.

(Bottom left and right) Residents visiting 
the Lorong Chuan station work site.
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From 26 March to 9 May 2004, LTA invited people 
to give suggestions for station names. Can you 
figure out which names were suggested for 
which stations?

thank You for Your patience and understanding

While the engineers worked to mitigate the practical problems of traffic diversion, 

the Community Engagement teams worked to win the hearts and minds of a nation. 

And from the smiles and cheers, it appears they won.

As Ms Veronica Er, a Dakota resident says: “In the beginning, we felt 

the inconvenience. But I accepted it. If I want the MRT, I have to accept that 

inconvenience, right? After all, at the end of it, I enjoy the fruits.”

“I think community engagement really reaches its high point when people 

also give you their support,” said Mrs Tammie Loke, Group Director, Corporate 

Communications. “Over the decade, the Community Engagement teams have had 

great moments when thousands of people have showed up for events, signed up 

to take their tours, gone on familiarisation visits. We’ve had letters from people 

thanking us for the experience, for the explanations, for the road, the tunnel or the 

track that’s finally open. For us at LTA, it’s a great feeling because it was all for the  

people anyway.” 

ANSWER: 

Yellow - Kent Ridge
Red - Holland Village
Blue - Farrer Road
Green - Labrador
Purple - Pasir Panjang
Pink - Botanic Gardens

LongSands

Fair Wool Saturn

Sunflower

Chola Tulip
Neptune

Zheng He
Takshila

“in the beginning, 

we felt the 

inconvenience.  

but i accepted it.” 

Veronica Er
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 circle line photo competition 2010

the circle line is more than just a way to get from one place to another. 

stations are in themselves architectural works of art and their surfaces 

are the backdrop to the life that flows around them.

the circle line photo competition of 2010 gave people a reason to 

pause, to look – and then to see. not just the beauty of the station, or the 

trains or little features that individualise the stations, but the fact that it 

was ultimately, their station.

(Bottom) 1st Prize: Suhaimi Abdullah 

(Next page, clockwise)  
2nd Prize: Ng Yean Fong  

3rd Prize: Bernard Poh  

Merit Prizes:  
Chua Tiew Eng, Lee Kia Jiam, Tan Ai Bee
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The rails are in. From  
the outside, the stations look  
very nice. So why aren’t the  
trains running yet? 

 TesT and check, 
Good To Go!
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(Facing page) The various systems 
are rigorously tested before the line 
is officially opened to commuters.

120

Mass Rapid Transit systems are extremely complex in nature, consisting of 

many sub-systems. Each one needs to be checked and re-checked to make sure 

everything is working well – and working well together. Failures in any part of the 

system have the potential to disrupt the entire line, making it extremely inconvenient 

for commuters.

MakinG sure iT works for you

“The testing and commissioning process takes between 12 and 18 months,” said 

Mr Sim Wee Meng, Group Director, Rail (Circle & Downtown Lines). 

In this period, LTA has to test and commission many systems to ensure 

everything works perfectly together before the trains can begin service. Systems 

include the driverless train system and its control centre, and the power systems 

that move the trains and power the lights and ventilation systems on the trains. 

 “After turning on the power supply to the equipment, we have to carry out 

thorough checks and rigorous testing to pre-empt all kinds of foreseeable failure 

scenarios. This ensures that the electrical and mechanical (E&M) systems can 

function to support the railway operation with emergency systems and back-up 

supply,” said Mr Goh Eng Joo, Deputy Director (Services), Circle & Downtown 

Lines.

“Rigorous tests have been carried out to confirm that all station lighting, 

station signages, air-conditioning systems, ventilation systems, fire protection 

systems, lifts and escalators, amongst other systems, will work as planned and 

under emergency situations to provide commuters with a good travel experience. 

It goes without saying that the other systems like faregates and platform screen 

doors have been similarly ‘stress tested’ too, to see that they work impeccably and 

safely,” added Mr Goh.

“But testing takes time,” said Mr Sim Wee Meng, Group Director, Rail (Circle 

& Downtown Lines).

“Based on lessons learnt from the implementation of the North-East Line, 

it has been envisaged that a lot of engineering and testing effort and time will be 

required to integrate the core systems (trains, signalling, communications and 

integrated supervisory control systems) to establish a safe, reliable and fully 

integrated system. As such, extensive pre-delivery systems integration testing 

outside Singapore was carried out to eliminate major system interfacing problems 

even before site testing commenced in Singapore.” 

121
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How many passengers can  
each Circle Line train carry?

ANSWER:

 931 passengers in the three carriages
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soMeone’s waTchinG over you

The Circle Line is fully automated. It has no drivers – at least not on board the 

train itself. Trains are controlled directly from the Operation Control Centre (OCC). 

Said Mr Yee Boon Cheow, Deputy Director (Systems), of the OCC: “The 

Operation Control Centre or OCC is manned 24/7 to monitor the status of each 

individual train (e.g. position and movement) and other equipment on the line. Any 

incident would be immediately picked up by the OCC operators and managed 

accordingly as they are able to view the situation using the closed circuit television 

and if required, communicate with the commuters.” 

The physics of safeTy 

Testing clearly cannot be static. Trains are not tested only while stationary at 

Kim Chuan Depot. They need to be tested on the move too. For example, is 

there a difference between trains with passengers and trains without? Given that 

each train on the Circle Line can carry just over 900 passengers in its three cars, 

variations in weight are an important consideration.

“I suppose someone can say we could have just extrapolated from a few 

data points,” said Mr Chia Choon Poh, Senior Project Manager, Rolling Stock. “If 

this were simply a train simulation, like those video games so popular in Japan, 

well, I suppose we could have. But in the real world, where real mechanical and 

electrical devices are concerned, there are far more variables, some of which 

might be difficult to anticipate. For example, how much more heat might braking 

generate as the weight goes up? Beyond a certain temperature, brakes lose some 

effectiveness. How much more braking effort to apply as the weight goes up? Too 

(Left) Dakota Crescent resident 
Mr Sebastian Yiang and his family 
at the entrance to Dakota MRT 
(before it opened in April 2010). The 
family was eagerly anticipating the 
opening of the station, as their flat 
is only a short walk away. 

(Top) Minister of State for Transport 
and Finance Mrs Josephine Teo 
having a preview of the Circle Line 
Stages 4 & 5 before it opens to the 
public.

(Bottom) President SR Nathan and 
the Council of Presidential Advisers 
taking a ride on the Circle Line.

“so we TesT, TesT and 
TesT, collecT as Much 
daTa as we can... This 
way, we can be sure.”

 Chia Choon Poh

much effort might affect the comfort of the ride. How can we account for these? So 

we test, test and test, collect as much data as we can, and over the long period of 

testing, also subject all the systems to wear and tear and maintenance cycles. This 

way, we can be sure.” 

GeTTinG The Train To you

The Circle Line was not opened all at once. In an effort to make its benefits available 

as soon as possible to the communities it passed through, the Circle Line was 

opened in stages. This, however, presented the testing team with some challenges. 

With the Bartley to Marymount line being the first to open, they had to work out a 

way to carry out testing for the other stages of the line without affecting the Bartley 

to Marymount service. 

 “We wanted to put part of the line into service as soon as possible,” said Mr 

Ong Boon Ann, Director, E&M (Circle & Downtown Lines). “We wanted commuters 

who had waited so long and given us their support despite all the inconveniences, 

to have the convenience of the line as soon as it was possible. So here, we had the 

Circle Line Stage 3 ready to go – why wait another year or year and a half before 

making it available?” 

“So yes, testing the other stages while Circle Line Stage 3 was in revenue 

service has required more work, but we got Stage 3 to the commuters. There was 

also the benefit of running only a small segment of the line first. The operator would 

then be able to fine-tune procedures and give us feedback for the rest of the stages.” 
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 Train Trivia

 Top speed: 90km/h, but operational speed is 80km/h. The older trains move at 70km/h.

 The french-made alstom Metropolis train is made up of only three cars. Total length – 70m.

 each train weighs 120 tons.

 There are 146 seats and 2 wheelchair spaces. The first car has green seats, the middle 

car has blue seats, and the final car has maroon seats. (useful if you are trying to meet 

a friend on the train!)

 each car has eight doors, each with its own emergency handle switch. 

 The emergency ventilation system is good for 45 minutes and the train has a fully 

redundant train management system.

 There are also “detrainment” doors. These are on the face and rear of the train and open 

like jaws in an emergency. a ramp is released and passengers can get out that way.

 The train is also equipped with smoke and heat detectors. and yes, it can be controlled  

by a driver if necessary and has a special low emergency speed of 18km/h.

The trains were part of c830, the contract for the provision of various systems such as 

trains, signalling, communications, control and power that make the trains run reliably and 

safely. alstom Transport asia-pacific region was the contractor responsible for this. 

said the company’s senior vice-president Mr dominique pouliquen: “with the strong  

partnership between lTa and alstom, our teams, together with sT electronics, were able  

to complete and hand over all stages of the circle line system on time and ahead of  

schedule for stages 4 and 5 – this demonstrates our commitment to contribute  

to lTa’s plan and its successes.”
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Kim Chuan Depot is the station that the commuter will never see. But the Kim 

Chuan Depot is 17m underground. What’s more, it is also the largest underground 

rapid transit depot in the world and can stable up to 77 trains of three cars each.

It is from here that they slip out almost silently every morning to run their 

routes and it is to this place that they come home to rest. Here, crews will work 

overnight to clean them, carry out checks and maintenance and prepare them for 

the next day’s work.

The depot was deliberately situated underground to maximise the use of 

space. The land above the depot is now vacant, but a building up to 9-storeys high 

can be erected safely over it.

“Kim Chuan Depot is a minor engineering marvel,” said LTA Chairman 

Michael Lim. “The depot is a showcase for the wide-ranging expertise of the LTA 

from engineering and construction, to IT. You can imagine that it is not easy to 

design and build a complex underground system that can stable up to 77 trains, but 

that is exactly what we have done.”

The depot itself had to be thoroughly tested too. Being underground, fresh air 

intake, exhaust and smoke extraction are vital to the safety of the crew who work 

there. Fire systems incorporated into the entire structure also had to be tested fully.

ready for eMerGencies Too

Testing and checking does not apply only to hardware. Systems and procedures 

must be tested too – especially those needed in an emergency.

(Top) The control panel on board 
the train allows a driver to take over 
in case of an emergency. 

(Bottom) Celebrating the arrival of 
the first Circle Line train.

 keepinG Trains in Good runninG order

as the last train completes its final run and heads back to kim chuan depot, the other trains have already 

come in. crews perform meticulous checks on the trains. if there are repairs to be made, the crew can get 

a part in just about 4 minutes, thanks to the fully-automated storage and retrieval system. 

This gigantic rack is 23m high and has a floor area of 720 sq m. it can hold up to 24,000 individual 

spare parts. once checked and maintained, the trains are cleaned. even washing is automated, thanks to 

a machine that looks like a giant carwash. interestingly, this is a “car” wash that is self-propelled and even 

provides a choice between a wash with or without detergent.
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The Automatic Storage and Retrieval 
System, located at Kim Chuan 
Depot is the tallest underground 
automated warehouse storage system 
in Singapore. The 23m-high system 
is the central warehouse for the Circle 
Line and can hold up to 24,000 train 
spare parts. 
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A train going through the  
automated trainwash.
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About 2.16 million cubic metres of earth was excavated 
in the construction of Kim Chuan Depot. The size of the 
Depot is equivalent to about 17 football fields! Much of 
the earth excavated was transported to Pulau Tekong  
for projects by the Ministry of Defence.

=
  average  

 asian man’s  
 height

170cm
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The Operation Control Centre in Kim 
Chuan Depot is the “brain” controlling 
the entire Circle Line system.
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During such tests, LTA is assisted by the Singapore Civil Defence Force, the 

Singapore Police Force and many volunteers who role-play as passengers or victims.

Said Mr Teo Ser Luck, Minister of State for the Ministry of Trade and Industry 

and Mayor of North-East District (former Senior Parliamentary Secretary of the Ministry 

of Transport and Ministry of Community Development, Youth and Sports) of a 2009 

exercise before the opening of the first stages of the Circle Line: “Today’s emergency 

exercise was an excellent opportunity for residents in the area to learn about safety 

procedures in a realistic setting.”

“In all, I think we’ve built a really first class system for the Circle Line,” said  

Ms Kok Yen Hui, Senior Project Manager, Signalling.

 “The testing and commissioning work that we have conducted is not just to 

satisfy ourselves that the system delivered is safe, reliable and meets the expectations 

of the authority and operator as well as the commuters of Singapore. The Circle Line 

team put in effort in delivering the best product possible for our commuters. It is a 

moment of real pride when the testing and commissioning is over and we sign-off and 

hand over the system to the Operator.” 

Testing and commissioning are absolutely necessary before service is opened 

to the public. And every night, while Singapore sleeps, a daily test and maintenance 

cycle is carried out to ensure that the system will work flawlessly the next day too.

You can expect no less.

(Top) Minister for Transport and 
Second Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Lui Tuck Yew on a tour of Circle 
Line Stages 4 & 5 before it is 
opened to the public. 
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(Top) Minister of State for Ministry 
of Trade and Industry, Mayor 
for North-East District (former 
Senior Parliamentary Secretary 
for Transport and Ministry of 
Community Development, 
Youth and Sports) Teo Ser Luck 
participating in an emergency 
exercise for the Circle Line.

(Right) Press conference at Kim 
Chuan Depot.
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Officers from the Singapore Civil Defence 
Force (SCDF) evacuate “casualties” of 
a train explosion during an emergency 
exercise on 23 March 2009. 
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All Circle Line trains can be remotely driven 
from the Operation Control Centre. However, 
if necessary, they can also be driven from 
inside – there’s just no seat for the driver. This 
is why Kim Chuan Depot and the entire Circle 
Line is equipped with such lights, just in case 
– an on-board driver would need signal lights!
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The full Circle Line is now  
ready for passengers, such  
as the breathtakingly beautiful 
Bras Basah station and 
inspirational Stadium station.

 Your line,  
Your Station
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You will be riding on the French-made Alstom Metropolis train, the latest 

rolling stock running on the MRT network. Completely automated – or driverless – 

these three-car trains will zip you from station to station in smooth and almost silent 

comfort. 

DhobY Ghaut: an olD frienD reneweD

Dhoby Ghaut is an interchange station with three lines passing through it – it’s quite 

a conversion from its original status as a single station on the North-South Line. But 

thanks to efficient layout and clear signage, navigating this station is not a problem 

at all. 

Passengers coming from the North-East Line have a long underpass to walk 

through, but they could also take a glide on some very long travelators. The Circle 

Line from the North-South Line is just a short escalator ride away.

Ms Chan Mei Chen, a teacher, finds the new-look Dhoby Ghaut impressive. 

“The station is so huge now and it’s been beautifully redesigned,” she said.

 barrier-free acceSS

common to all stations is lta’s commitment to providing barrier-free access to 

all Mrt stations. Since the circle line is new, commuters can expect all of these 

features to be already in place.

 ramps at taxi stands and drop-off points help wheelchair-bound commuters 

move easily from the road to the path to the station.

 wide faregates make moving a wheelchair or big bags through a cinch.

 those with problems getting from the entrance to the concourse can use the 

lift. every station has at least one.

 the visually-challenged have tactile tiles on the floor to guide them.

 Disabled-friendly toilets are available at all stations too.

 Designated areas in train cars for wheelchair users.

interchange stations at Dhoby Ghaut, Paya lebar, Serangoon, bishan, 

harbourfront and buona Vista have routes that lead to other rail lines designed 

with wheelchair users in mind. there are lifts, of course – and clear signs to lead 

people to them.
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(Below left) Wheelchair ramps 
leading to the lift at Botanic 
Gardens station.

(Below right) Tactile tiles make an 
interesting addition to the design  
of Stadium station.



Which station is the busiest on the Circle Line?

ANSWER:

        Bishan 
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braS baSah: liGht anD water

In the heart of Singapore’s civic district is Bras Basah station. At 35m deep, it is built 

into the level of rock called the Kallang Formation, which overlies the Fort Canning 

Boulder Bed. It’s that deep because it has to go under and across the East-West 

Line beneath Victoria Street. 

Mr Desmond Ong, a postgraduate student at SMU, thought the pool was a 

water feature that was part of the garden – until he went for his interviews at SMU.

“I was awestruck. It was really beautiful and I did not know that there was this 

MRT station right under that pool!”

A fellow SMU student, Mr Ng Jin Han, said: “It’s easier for me to get to SMU 

now that the Bras Basah station is open. Right next to school!”

WOHA Designs, the architectural firm responsible for Bras Basah, also 

designed Stadium station – and both designs won prestigious international awards. 

Bras Basah was named “World’s Best Transport Building of the Year” under the 

transport category at the World Architecture Festival in 2009. Stadium won an award 

for International Architecture given out by the Australian Institute of Architects in 

2008, as well as a design award from the Singapore Institute of Architects.

Both stations were the result of a design competition in 2000 organised by 

LTA and the Singapore Institute of Architects. It attracted entries from all over the 

world. Called the Marine Line Architectural International Design Competition, it was 

the first time LTA had organised a design competition for its MRT stations.

“The purpose of the competition was to attract new talent. This was the first 

time LTA had organised a design competition for its stations,” said Mr Andrew Mead, 

LTA Senior Design Manager, Architecture. 

“The contest called for designs for these two stations in particular as they 

offered different challenges,” says Mr Mead, who has worked on the Circle Line 

since 1997.

“Bras Basah station is at the heart of the civic district and it was a strategically 

important station,” he says. “Stadium station had to respond to surge crowds from 

the surrounding stadiums.

“It was a coincidence that WOHA won for both stations.” 

One of WOHA’s founding directors, Mr Richard Hassell said, “The stations 

were inspired by European train stations of the 19th century – where train stations 

were grand, inspiring spaces that gave commuters a really exciting architectural 

experience as part of their travel or commute.”

“the PurPoSe of the 
coMPetition waS to 
attract new talent. 

thiS waS the firSt tiMe 
lta haD orGaniSeD a 

DeSiGn coMPetition for 
itS StationS.”

Andrew Mead

(Facing page) Light comes through 
the water in the roof pool to create 
a surreal experience for commuters. 

(Preceding and Following pages) 
Still waters run deep – the Bras 
Basah station lies beneath this 
pool opposite the Singapore Art 
Museum.
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ShoP the line, rain or Shine

Like many other interchanges now, Esplanade features the “Xchange”, a small 

shopping mall within the station itself, just past the faregates and extending towards 

the other buildings in the area. Esplanade station is linked to Raffles City, One 

Raffles Link, Suntec City and Marina Square. 

 “You no longer need a car to go shopping now,” said Ms Grace Fu, Admin/

Project Executive. “Especially if you’re not going to buy too many things but just 

want to window-shop and meet friends for tea. All you need to do is take a train to 

Orchard Station. From that station, you can walk under shelter to quite a number 

of places around that junction. It’s the same one stop further with Somerset. And 

then there’s Dhoby Ghaut and Esplanade… traffic, parking fees and the ridiculously 

short drive between malls just don’t make driving worth it. Too many malls, too little 

time! What’s a girl to do? The train helps.”

Ms Victoria Ang, another business executive agrees. “I’ll go one further and 

say I don’t think a car is necessary for anyone anymore, given the extensive network 

we already have and the upcoming lines.”

 iS eVerY Station Different?

not every station looks as dramatic as Stadium, but all stations are designed with safety, comfort and 

convenience in mind. the other stations do need to look quietly high-tech too, in a way that will not go out 

of style anytime soon.

besides cost, there is also another reason why it is good for stations to have a standardised look and 

layout – it makes it easier for commuters to find their way around. 

while it is simpler to build a standard station for lines that are above ground, putting a station 

underground presents different challenges. as a result, no two underground stations can look exactly the 

same.

“the main thing is to have a station that works, that integrates well with the other lines in the 

interchange, for example,” said Mdm neo bian hong, Director, Design. 

“but once that is settled, there is some room for creative expression in terms of colours, textures, 

finishes. we consider the integrated artwork – what are the predominant colours, for example? 

Sometimes, there is a need for the features, like the Y-shaped columns that support some of the stations 

such as Paya lebar. what sort of panels do we have for ceilings? that can vary too – sometimes flat 

metal panels, other times, the ‘airfoil’ design. we can put in sweeping curves in some places, other places 

require straight edges. but sometimes, you want something quiet and understated too.” 

 “You no lonGer  
neeD a car to Go 
ShoPPinG now.”

Grace Fu
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At the opening of the first three stages of the Circle Line, 
various activities – from catwalks to story-telling sessions 
– were organised to entertain the throngs of curious 
Singaporeans who flocked to see the new line.
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StaDiuM Station: hear uS roar

The award-winning Stadium station is built in an area surrounded by the Indoor 

Stadium, Kallang Theatre, Leisure Park and the new National Stadium. It is built on 

a tiny sliver of space, but still pays a grand tribute to the spirit of sport.

You can actually see from one end of the station to the other – and high 

above the faregates, are giant images of athletes in action. As you come out of 

either end, the passage widens – a great idea for handling large crowds when 

either important matches or concerts are on. The only thing missing now is a great 

soundtrack like the Kallang Roar.

Mr Desmond Ong, postgraduate student, is too young to remember the 

Kallang Roar, but he has been to enough concerts at the Singapore Indoor Stadium 

to know how difficult it was to get to – and get away from after a show.

“Stadium really works out for people like me. I don’t drive and after paying for 

concert tickets, there’s not much left for cab fare. So having the MRT at Stadium is 

really perfect for me.”

i Don’t DriVe anD  
after PaYinG for 
concert ticketS, 

there’S not Much left 
for cab fare ... the Mrt 

at StaDiuM iS reallY 
Perfect for Me.”

Desmond Ong
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 art in tranSit

the circle line, is in some ways, the “arts and heritage” line of the Mrt network, because of its passage 

through some of Singapore’s most important art and heritage venues and beauty spots. lta has taken it a 

step further and made some stations and trains art venues in themselves.

the circle line’s art in transit features art Seats and integrated art. art Seats are installed at all 

interchange station platforms on the circle line – Dhoby Ghaut, Paya lebar, Serangoon, bishan, buona 

Vista and harbourfront. these whimsical pieces of furniture serve two purposes: to arouse curiosity and 

spur inspiration. but they are also great for sitting on!

the art Seats came from an international design competition launched at the Venice biennale in 2006.

integrated art is, as the name suggests, built into the stations themselves as far as possible. thus, 

instead of aluminium or glass panels, commuters will see works of art installed in their place.

each of the 28 stations on the circle line is home to a unique work. twenty-two were commissioned 

while the other six were competition-winning artworks.

to help create this collection, an eight-member art review Panel judged the competitions and provided 

guidance and support to artists, advising on how to develop artwork that could be displayed in the 

environment of an Mrt station.

Mr kwok kian chow, chairman of the art review Panel and Director of the Singapore art Museum said 

the circle line art in transit programme had yielded a fine collection of work by local artists.

“the quality is achieved through the strength of the artistic proposals as well as collaboration by 

multiple parties in the course of realising the works. beyond the aesthetics of ‘beauty’, public art is also 

about social renewal, civic pride, public enjoyment, environmental improvement, and a clear relationship 

between the art and the local geography, features and communities.” 
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(Preceding pages) For Stadium station, the whole station 
is a piece of art; other stations have a more understated 
approach, with the artwork confined to the lift shaft – 
such as for Holland Village station.

(Top) The artwork at Esplanade station features stylised 
nostalgic scenes of the Esplanade area in the old days – 
a gentle reminder of the history of the place.

(Facing page) Splat! The large black splash on the floor 
leads the eye up to the mirrored drops hanging from the 
roof of Promenade station.
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How much electricity would you need to move 
one train (all lights and air-conditioning on) 
down the full loop of the Circle Line? 

ANSWER: 

The electricity needed to 
move one train is about 
462 kwh - which could 
power 4,620 lightbulbs 
for an hour!

HigH 
Voltage
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 take coVer

Many Mrt stations have been hardened to serve as civil Defence shelters in wartime. in 1983, 

nine underground Mrt stations on the north-South and east-west lines were first hardened as public 

shelters. today, there are 33 such shelters on the north-South, east-west, north-east and circle lines.

 the circle line shelters are at:

 Mountbatten

 Dakota

 MacPherson

 bartley

 lorong chuan

 bishan

Stations that are designated as shelters have special design considerations, apart from the necessary 

hardening. (cD shelter structures and fittings must be able to handle a force of 12g in all directions.  

1g is earth gravity. 12g refers to 12 times the force of earth’s gravity.) botanic Gardens, for example, 

must be able to accommodate up to about 7,000 people below ground and still have sufficient ventilation. 

wall tiles also need to be specially secured with metal bindings as well as epoxy so that they do not fall on 

people. cD shelters must also have extra generators that will provide the operational power requirements 

during emergencies as the station will stop taking power from the main grid.

 caldecott

 botanic Gardens

 buona Vista

 haw Par Villa

 labrador Park
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botanic GarDenS: Green iS GooD

A special gate has been built for direct entry from the station to the Gardens. But 

before you leave the station, take a few minutes to look around. The moment you 

get off the train, look for the water feature – it covers an entire wall at one end of 

the platform. Above the platform doors are the panels of the thematic artwork. Let 

the peaceful green and earth hues of the station get you in the mood for a leisurely 

walk in the park.

“It can be difficult getting a parking lot at the Botanic Gardens,” said Ms Diana 

Phee, a business owner. “Especially early in the morning or evening. So having the 

train is nice. And I guess walking to the station and all that is just part of the overall 

green and healthy idea, right? The station is quite pretty too.”

(Facing page) The Botanic Gardens 
station is the only station with a 
water feature wall.

(Below) Lush greenery surrounds 
the Botanic Gardens station.
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harbourfront: cloSinG the circle

The HarbourFront station is – depending on the end you start from – the start or 

end of the Circle Line. There have been suggestions that a line be built to connect 

HarbourFront to Promenade. Should that come to pass, the Circle Line will be a 

truly full circle. But as it stands now, the Circle Line is complete.

“The land transport system is not just about building more rail lines or adding 

more trains and buses to the network,” said Minister for Transport and Second 

Minister for Foreign Affairs Lui Tuck Yew in a June 2011 speech. “It is also about 

how it serves the needs of our people. Every day, millions of trips are taken on our 

trains and buses. Making our system one that is centred on people is an ongoing 

journey.”

the circle line: it’S Your line now

When a project the size of the Circle Line is carried out over such a long span 

of time, it is not only the men and women of a single agency that are involved. 

Besides the contractors, there are many other government agencies that bring 

their specialist knowledge and skills to the project. 

But above all, the understanding, cooperation and support of the public are 

also vital. 

For all that, thank you. The line is open. The line is yours. It has always been.

buona ViSta: Still a PrettY View

Getting to the new Buona Vista station requires crossing the road – but on a 

pedestrian overpass. This bridge actually sits between two MRT viaducts.

“Launching this bridge was a tough job – it’s something that can only be done 

at night and needs to be completed before the trains start their runs in the morning,” 

said Mdm Neo Bian Hong, Director, Design. 

 “The new station will make it easier for me to get to work at the Ministry of 

Education,” said Ms Valerie Chia, civil servant. “I’m not senior enough to have a 

parking lot, so a car is pointless. I’ve been taking the bus since the old line didn’t 

go past my home, but with the new line, I have the option of a quick and comfy  

train ride.”

 no More MorninG DriVe blueS

letter from Ms J. Soh, resident, after circle line Stage 3 opened.

“our estate was almost perfect except for the ‘ills’ my husband and i experienced every morning while 

driving to work at orchard road. if we were not caught in the heavy traffic along Marymount road for 

longer than usual, we would be upset with the seasonal and peak hours increased erP rates.

“finally, the circle line has provided the antidote for all the ‘morning sickness’. we only need to take 

a brisk morning walk to the Marymount station, pay only $1.50 and we would be able to get to work in a 

breeze, comfortably and on time. now there will be two cars less in the heavy traffic. and the presence of 

a nearby Mrt station will no doubt boost the value of our homes in the area.” 

(Top) This passenger walkway was 
built between two tracks – a true 
engineering challenge.

(Following page) The 3D artwork  
on either side of the HarbourFront  
– is it a wave? A school of fish? 
You decide!
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other SponSorS

Sato Kogyo (S) pte ltd 

Shanghai tunnel engineering co ltd 

Shinryo corporation 

chye Joo conStruction pte ltd 

Ktc civil engineering & conStruction pte ltd 

pan-united concrete pte ltd 

aecoM Singapore pte ltd 

alStoM tranSport S.a., alStoM tranSport (S) pte ltd  

& Singapore technologieS electronicS ltd

SMrt corporation ltd

SeMbawang engineerS & conStructorS pte ltd

niShiMatSu-luM chang Joint venture

hocK lian Seng infraStructure pte ltd

SponSorS

diaMond SponSor

platinuM SponSorS

gold SponSorS

parSon brincKerhoff pte ltd 

wohhup-Shanghai tunnelling-ncc Joint venture 

wohhup-Shanghai tunnelling-alpine Joint venture 

SieMenS pte ltd 

JebSen & JeSSen technology (S) pte ltd 

windhoff Singapore pte ltd 

Kone pte ltd 

cSc holdingS ltd

ttJ deSign and engineering pte ltd 

huationg contractor pte ltd 

chevalier Singapore holdingS pte ltd

linKforce pte ltd

Silver SponSorS S

bronze SponSorS
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choon chUcK • chan chee giD • chan chee Keong • chan chee Kong • chan chee Kwong eDDY • chan chee weng • chan cheng hUi • chan 
cheong shUen • chan chew hwa • chan chUa wei • chan chUn fei • chan eng hwee • chan fooK Yin • chan gUan Boon • chan han shen, alVin• 
chan haU Mei • chan hin PhUng • chan hon leong • chan hon wai • chan hong Joo • chan hUa Kiat • chan hwa seong • chan Ka Yan • chan Kah 
leong, eric • chan KaM cheong • chan Kar fai williaM • chan Kin seng • chan KoK choon • chan KoK leong JosePh • chan Koon Kai thoMas• 
chan Kwee chUan • chan KwoK cheong • chan lai chine • chan lai Pheng, Joanne • chan leng leng • chan Mei KaM • chan Mei leng • chan 
Mei Yin • chan MUn tUcK • chan oi lai • chan PUi fUn felicia • chan seong ngai eric • chan sew cheng • chan sing chow • chan socK hUang• 
chan song chUan • chan sUan hUaY • chan sze Ming • chan wai saMUel • chan wing Yew • chan Yew choong • chan Ying Yen • chan YUK PUai 
eDwin • chanDraseKar s/o PalanisaMY • chanDraseKaran s/o Krishna MUrthi • chanDraseKharan Kartha aJith • chang eng hocK • chang 
goh tUang • chang hon fai JosePh • chang hUi chen • chang hwee Ping • chang KiM YaM • chang Kin Boon • chang KoK leong • chang MooK 
choong • chang wee ann • chanteK Bte MohD lias • charan singh • charis siM sian hoon • charles YaM Ming YaUh • chaw soon Yeow • chaY 
Poh KhUM aUDreY • cheah chee Khoon • cheah saU wah • cheah seK cheong • cheah wei tecK • chean ah Kiong • cheang Peng naM • cheang 
siew loon • cheang wai Kiong • chee chiew Bee sharon • chee chin tsai • chee hUeY Mien • chee KaM woh • chee KoK chiang • chee Koon 
long • chee Mee eng • chelliah MUrUgaMoorthY • chen cheK KiM • chen Din chong • chen eng heng • chen gUang hUa • chen JUn Yan • chen 
liang fang • chen ling YaK • chen shanshan • chen shihUi • chen shiJie • chen shUwei • chen siew Keng • chen siYan, Bernice • chen wenQin • 
chen zhihUi • chen zhiXiong • cheng chao • cheng chee seng williaM • cheng chin Por, PaUl • cheng chit siong • cheng choU hwUang 
anthonY • cheng ee fen • cheng giin horng • cheng heng Yew • cheng Ka Ping • cheng lai ching • cheng liM weng • cheng MUi lan irene • 
cheng MUi MUi eUnice • cheng shiUh liang • cheng soeK wai • cheng sUnnY • cheng wai sUM • cheng Yeong ching • cheng Yong Meng • cheng 
YUen fong • cheo Jieling JolYn • cheong chin Yew • cheong Kah foo • cheong KaM Meng • cheong Khoi Meng JosePh • cheong Kin chUng 
steVen • cheong MUn Kit • cheong MUn onn • cheong nYen fee larissa • cheong Peng laM • cheong Poh YoKe • cheong PoK sing • cheong 
PUi Yee Joanne • cheong shUn chUng • cheong siew Yin • cheong sUat choo • cheong sUi tiew • cheong wah onn, aDrian • cheong wan Yew • 
cheong Yee KaM • cheong Yew seng • cheong Yin Yin • cheong YoKe shen • cheong zhiMing • cheParthi nagaraJU • chePUrthY Veeresh • 
cher hocK • cher hwee Peng • cherYl tan twan lYn • chew ah tee • chew Ban seng • chew Beng hUat • chew Boon Bwan • chew choon chen • 
chew eK hoe • chew ghUe sieong • chew hee Mien • chew heng heng florence • chew Kheng lian • chew leong ho • chew shirleY • chew 
shU Yi • chew siang toK • chew sio Peng • chew soen Ping • chew soon leong • chew tiong cheng • chew wei ling, Margaret • chew YU Xian 
terence • chia aiK Yong • chia Bee nah • chia Beng tecK alVin • chia Boon Kheng Benson • chia chee Peng • chia choon Poh • chia chUn wah • 
chia geK Kiang • chia hUng Meng • chia Kah chUan Michael • chia Kiang siong • chia MaY YocK • chia MUi ling • chia siew Yin • chia song Khoon • 
chia soo lee PaUline • chia swee fooK • chia Yen Joo • chia zhi KUn • chiaM Boon hUi • chiaM choon Meng • chiaM heng Jee • chiaM sie ling • 
chiaM Yee ling • chiaM zhi wei • chiang chee cheong • chiang chee PUn • chiang fei loong, DesMonD • chiang KoK leong • chiang Me chiat • 
chiang Poh hwa • chiang see hocK • chin Beng choo • chin chee wah • chin chee woei • chin chia haw • chin KUi ling • chin Meng fatt • chin 
siew lai • chin swee shee • chin wai Kong PaUl • chin wei Min • chin wUi tecK • chin YoUng Pong • ching siew hong • ching swee leng stanleY • 
chinnathaMBY Khala • chioK Peng Meng • chiong Peng wai • chiong YoK cheng • chng angelina • ch’ng chan ern, JoshUa • chng chee hian • 
chng eng Keong • chng hUi li • ch’ng hUi li • chng King cher • chng PecK nang • chng socK ngoh • chng soK choon • chng tian tian • chng 
Xin rU shanDY • chnioh lee eng • cho gUan wee • choe Yi Ying • choi chiK cheong • choi siew MUn • choMBe Bte KhaMis • chong chee Yang • 

chong cheong heng • chong chong siang • chong Jeow Koon • chong Jia chYi • chong Kah leUng, soloMon • chong Kheng JoKe • chong 
Koang Yih • chong Kwee Kong • chong lit YUng • chong Ming Keong, JorDan • chong neong Kien • chong nYet Kiow • chong Ping li • chong 
saan leong • chong shaw feng • chong shaw rong • chong soo lee Ken • chong swee BiaU • chong swee Ming • chong tian chin • chong 
wai KUan • chong wai wah • chong weng onn • chong Ya hUi, aDeline • chong Yi-Kee, Janice • chong zhong Yang • choo chai foong • choo 
chih tUng • choo eng geoK • choo heng hocK • choo hong Yow • choo hUi cheng • choo hUi KhiM florence • choo hUi Ming • choo KiM hUi 
Jonathan • choo KoK lian • choo KoK loon geVine • choo KoK wah • choo lee ngoh • choo liYUe, JUliet • choo siew Yi • choo tzer ching • 
choong hUiQing, canDice • chor Miaw ling • chor Yew seng • choU Ka fai Michael • chow chee Kheong • chow chei Yen • chow wai fUng • 
chow wee Kong • chow Yiliang • chow Yin Diane • choY lai Ping • christoPher Kang Poh leng • chU Ka naM • chU lai fong • chU wah cheUng 
Michael • chUa ah lan • chUa Bee Peng • chUa Boon ngoh • chUa chai geK, BetsY • chUa chai Kin • chUa chee Meng • chUa cheng geoK • chUa 
chew chU • chUa chin Min • chUa ching hocK • chUa chong Kheng • chUa chong Meng • chUa chow chon BennY • chUa chYe gUan • chUa 
fUYong • chUa gee tecK • chUa geoK theng • chUa gUan feng • chUa han hUa • chUa harK tee • chUa hiang Ping • chUa hUi rong • chUa hUi 
tin • chUa hUn Meng eric • chUa hUn Yong • chUa hwei ling • chUa hwi ling MagDalene • chUa JiahUi, tricia • chUa Jin KUen • chUa Kai ling • 
chUa Kee tecK • chUa KhiM hong freDa carMen • chUa Kian tiong • chUa Kien tiong • chUa laY Peng • chUa lee ching • chUa lee hong • chUa 
lee seng • chUa lin tiaM • chUa lYe heng • chUa Mei Yin, serene • chUa ngUen chUar • chUa onn Pheng • chUa Poh hUat • chUa ronnie • chUa 
rUi Xian • chUa saw seng • chUa seoK Keng • chUa song wah • chUa soon Meng • chUa swee foon • chUa tat Been • chUa tecK Beng • chUa tecK 
cheong henrY • chUa tecK leong • chUa tian hUat • chUa tong seng • chUa wei rong • chUa wei wen • chUa wen Bin • chUa YerK Yee • chUa 
Yi li • chUa Yiing chYi • chUa Yiting • chUah han leong • chUai chiP tiong • chUe Kar fatt, francis • chUe san san • chUng Keng chong • 
chUng lai harn • chUng lai Pheng • chUng sow Yan rolanD • chUng thaU hen • cleMent tong oon wee • colin liM • collaDo roMeo 
salazar • consigliere MarcUs heDlY • constantia goh see Kiaw • crUz artUro UrBino • D s saKthiVel • Danial saini Bin aMat • Daniel QUeK 
giM san • DaPhne zheng MeiQin • Darerca ffion siew Pei Pei • Darwin garcia eDangal • Dass JosePhine • DaUD Bin ahaD • DaViD anthonY 
Powell • DaViD JaaP • DaViD rUslan • DaVis tanaDi • DaYang Mawar MohaMMaD • De rozario esther Jane • Declan anthonY DoYle • DeePPal 
singh Dhillon • Dela rosa eMManUel soriBen • Dennis caPiral lascota • DeVi D/o goBinathan • DeVin lUM KoK hwa • DeVineni VeerenDra 
nath • DhanDaPani PrithiViraJan • Dheera chatterJi • Dinesh s/o achratlal • Ding woon Keong • DoBBala raMesh • Dong weihao DerricK • 
Dr chin Kian Keong• DU DongYang • DU shang Qian • DUhaMiD Bin wasri • DUrrah Binte taiB • DzUlKifli Bin MohaMeD ali • E santhi • ean Bin 
haliD • eDDY rUzaiMan Bin zainUl KhoDri • ee ai laY • ee chong han • ee Po ean • ee siew fong • egwin law KwoK loong • eio Kia wee • elfa 
isMail • elfi Bin tUsiran • elias Bin MUsa • elizaBeth george • ellY DoMiniQUe lUo Meifang • ellY tenanDo • elMar KoentarJo • eMBang 
eDgarDo Jr ParDales • eMilia Binte aBU BaKar • eMManUel aleX wong KoK wei • enDoon Bte oMar • enDrea saw hUi ting • eng hwee leng • 
eng Joo leng • eng Kwong chee richarD • eng li Kheng • eng Mei lee • eng seah Khiang • eng soon thiaM • eng YoU leng • eng YUin • er 
chang YUh • er Kong nan • er sUng choon • er swee Meng • er swee ngUan • er weilie, KennY • erh KiM tiang • eric hon MeU liP • eric JaMes 
haMilton • eric noViharto BUDiharDJa • eric ong Beng Kiong • erMa KesUMawati aDaM • escanUela JaMes Paragsa • esMail Bin MohD nasir • 
esPeniDa JosePhine gUtierrez • esther rani williaM • eU ai Ming • eVelYn hoUng • FaDzel Mia Bin MohaMeD Mia • fahMi Bin isMail • fahMiMah 
Binte salleh • faisal Bin MohaMMaD • faizah Binte KasiM • falisa Bte MohaMeD KassiM • fan ah chUen • fang han Xin • fara zean Binte sUati • 
farhan Bin MohaMeD taMiM • fariDa Bte othMan • fariDa D/o haniffa • fariDah Bee Bte chanBasha • fariDah BeeVi Binte aBDUllah • fariDah 
Binte aBDUl fatah • fariDah Binte gUlaM wais • fariDah Binte isMail • fariDah Binte saliM • fariDah Bte salleh • farizan Binte KasiM • 
fatiMah Binte MohaMeD JaDi • fatiMah Bte osMan • faUzi Bin MaiDin • faUziah Bte oMar • feBrina arYani • fennY DarMawan PUrnoMo • 
fergUson John • ferrer arleen Venzon • ferrY cialis • fionna willie • fleUrY Jason JUDe • fong hocK MUn • fong KoK weng • fong KoK 
Yee • fong Meng choo • fong MUn Keng • fong MUn Yee • fong wee ling Patricia • foo chee chin • foo chin ho • foo Jong ai • foo Jong wee • 
foo KiM Peng • foo Mei fong • foo MUi lin, eVelYn • foo Peow sheng • foo saY Yaw • foo see Jon • foo shan shan • foo shU Kai • foo siang 
hUat • foo teK shYong • foo toon Yong • foo YUng thYe henrY • foong KoK wai • foziah Binte MUsa • francis sUMaDhi • freDDY ng wei siang • 
freDericK wong • frisca chewanDi nJoto • fU wing KaY, lYDia • fUn wUi siUng • fUng choong sYn feliX • fwah ai tin • GaJenDra s/o 
sUnDraraJoo • gan chan chUin • gan eng Keong • gan hocK hUa • gan hocK sing • gan hUi Beng • gan KoK wee • gan Kong cheong • gan tecK 
Joo • gan wei aUn • ganesan MangaYarKarasi • ganesan s/o sUBraManiaM • ganesh s/o D r BalaKrishnan • ganesh s/o goVinDasaMY • ganesh 
s/o KarUPPan • ganeshan theVeinDran • gang Kah Keng • gao shU • gao wei • ge chengli • geethaPriYaa • geneVe tan lin YUh • geralD loUis • 
geralD PathY • ghor hwee see, PaUline • gian ziJie, eDDie • gilBert MagDaY De los santos • glen coPseY • go ngee Boon • goh ah hoon • 
goh Bee choo • goh Bee liang JennY • goh Boon leng • goh chai hong • goh chee how • goh chee ling • goh chen chen Janet • goh cheng 
chYe • goh cheng lai • goh cheng Yen chelseY • goh chong sUan • goh chong Yong • goh chUn Keong KelVin • goh eng hwee • goh eng Joo • 
goh gin howe • goh han leong • goh hUeY Ying sallY • goh hUi Boon • goh hUi hiang • goh Joo heng • goh Kah geK • goh Kah heng • goh 
KaY lian, Karen • goh Keng swee saMUel • goh Kheng leong • goh Kian hUat • goh Kian hUat • goh KiM hUaY, alethea • goh KiM hwa • goh 
KiM Pin • goh KoK eng • goh KoK hin • goh KoK hUn • goh KoK hwa • goh KUng gYee • goh Kwee hUi • goh lee Ming • goh lian wee • goh lin 
hoe • goh MaY chee, cinDY • goh MUi lUang • goh ngUan tiang • goh Pei ling • goh Ping hwee • goh Poh hong alice • goh PUaY san • goh PUeh 
sUan • goh seow JeK • goh seow YaP • goh sew Kee • goh shoU Xian • goh siew tee • goh sioK lUan • goh soK eng • goh swee heong • goh 
swee Yee • goh tze Khng • goh wan thoh • goh wei chUan • goh wenliang Vincent • goh Xi hUi stePhanie • goh YaK hong JiMMY • goh YaM 
song • goh YocK Kin • goh YocK wen • goh zi Xin • goh-chin soo Keow • goPala Krishnan s/o KUPPUsaMY • goPalsaMY raViKUMar • 
goVinDaraJoo YUVaraJ • gUaM JU hao, JoshUa • gUan Peishan sharon • gUan saU Kwin • gUo DongBin • gUo zeQin • gUo zhao zhe • gUrMeit 
KaUr • gUrUraJa sUBBarao • gUzMan carl PilUDen • gwee JeroMe • gwee MaY Ping sUsan • gwee shwU lie • gwee tat Meng • gweY soon 
seng • Ha tUcK Keat • haBiB raJa MohaMeD nagoor Pitchai • haDi wiJaYa • haDizaM aris Bin haron • hairani Bte siDeK • hairUl nizaM Bin 
raMle • hairUlnizaM Bin KaDer • haJa MohiDeen Bin MohaYatheen ghaneY • haJati Bte siDeK • haJi aBDUl raziK Bin MohD YUnos • haJJah 
YUrlina Binti YUsUf • haliM Bin slaMat • haliMah Bte MohD ali • haMDi rizal Bin raJa MohaMeD MUrsiD • haMiDah Binte hassan • han chong 
teng francis • han DingchoU allan • han geoK ling elYnn • han hang Kwang • han Jing • han Pang JUan • han twee heng • han YUng fUng • 
hana nasUha Binte ahMaD • hanis sYafinaz Binte sUlaiMan • haPet Bin sarMin • hariezaM aris Bin haron • harits Bin aBDUl latiff • haron 
Bin MenaMe • harrison eDwarD Michael • hartini Bte KaMis • harUn haliM • harYaDi Bin aYoB • hasanah Binte ahMaD • hasia Bte MohaMaD • 
haslinDa Bte aBDUl rahMan • hasnah Binte ali • haszren hassan • haU laY Peng • hawa Binti oMan • haYati Binte ahMaD • haYati Binte oMar • 
haYati Bte aBDUllah • haYati Bte YUsoff • he YanhUi • heah hwee hoong MarY • hee KoK hocK • hee-Koh Yang lin Jane • heirYati Binte KorDi • 
helen goh • helen liM Kwee Kee • helen roBert • helina Bte JUhari • henDi tan tao heng • heng BaK siong • heng chiang hai • heng giM 
Meng • heng Jiang li • heng Kai Koon • heng Kian Ping • heng KiM hUat, eDwin • heng KoK liang • heng Meng choon • heng Meow cheng • heng 
swee Meng • heng wee loon • heng wei Jing • heng Yan lan • henrY taM chUan YaP • herDawati Binte aBU BaKar • herleYa Binte Basar • 
herManJit singh s/o sarJit singh • hernowo • herwan Bin MohaMaD salleh • hettY rohaiDzah Binte aBDUl KariM • hew fei Ming • hiDaYat 
Bin aBDUl taliB • hirwani Bte aBDUl haMiD • hisaM Bin hasiM • hnin ei PhYU • ho ah tee • ho ah wah • ho ann ching • ho Beng KUan • ho Boon 
choo • ho chai Yan • ho chee Beng • ho chee heng • ho chee weng • ho cher-ron • ho cherUB • ho chin ling • ho chin ning • ho chwee Peng • ho 
hocK choon MalVin • ho hong gUan • ho hUat seng • ho Jia shioUw • ho Kai weng • ho Kee sang • ho KhiM thiaM • ho KiM hUeY • ho KiM Kiat 
JaMes • ho Koh MUn • ho KoK KhUn • ho KUM fatt • ho Kwan Yeen • ho lee fong • ho lee Min • ho lee Min • ho leK hoon • ho li Yah • ho lian 
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chan • ho loong chan • ho loong hing • ho MarVin • ho MaY lin iVY • ho Meng chiew • ho MUi Yoong • ho Poh ling • ho PUi Jee • ho PUi leng • 
ho PUi Ming • ho Qi ting • ho seng tiM • ho seng YiP • ho seow Yan • ho shen Yeong • ho shi Min • ho shi Ying • ho shU tai alan • ho shUen shin • ho 
soon wing • ho sUat hong • ho sze hong • ho tai chee • ho tecK choon • ho thYe sing • ho tUcK Kai • ho tze hUi sharon • ho wai Keong, 
JeffreY • ho XUanYoU, gaBriela • ho Yew leong, BenJaMin • ho Yew thong • ho Yew wah • ho zi Jian • hoe Koon seng • hoe sooK fUn • hoe 
Yong Keng • hong eng thYe • hong JianhUi • hong Kian hUat • hong KiM hong • hong PeK foong • hong swee oon Jones • hong tai toong • 
hong YUeling, alison • hooi wai Yean • hoon tah YUan • hoon wan wen, canDra • hor Kwai Yeow • how ing in reBecca • how KiaM hong • 
how MaY lan • hoY choong Meng • hsing hsiao lan • hU Yan • hUang DongYU • hUang ean seong • hUang JiahUi, caroline • hUang JUn • 
hUang QiJie • hUang rongfeng • hUang shao fei • hUang zhanfei • hUi chee Yew • hUM wee long • hUng Poh geK • hUo weiMin alwYn • hUsain 
Khanali ratlaMwala • hUsin Bin KoDeri • hUssain Bin sarwi • hUssin Bin MohD laziM • hwang chU sheng • hwong Peng sUng Victor • 
Ianshah Bin MD isa • iBrahiM Bin MaliK • iDa erYani Binte aBDUl rahMan • iDa sharaa Bte saMsUDin • i’Da sUKarseh Binte MahaMUD • iliana 
Binte satlee • ina ng li Pin • intan zahrinah Bte zainalaBiDin • iP chaK hUng anDY • irene cheah cheng QUee • irene teh soo Bee • isa Bin 
KaMari • isKanDar Bin hUssain • isKanDar Bin KhairUlDin • isKanDar Bin sarthY • isMail Bin hassan • isMail Bin KUshen • iswarDY Bin 
ishKanDar shah • ithnin Bin Mahat • JaBaMani elizaBeth • JacKie choo Yong YaU • JacKQUline carMaletia loKe • Jaffar Bin MohD noor • 
JagtaP Manish triMBaKrao • JaiMe PacliPan inocanDo • Jalani Bin salaM • Jaleha Binte MohaMaD haniffa • Jalil Bin oMar • JaMaliah Bte 
MohD YUnos • JaMaliah D/o chinthaMathar • JaMaliYah Bte arif • JaMallUDDin Bin alias • JaMalUDeen Bin sheiK noorDin • JaMalUDin Bin 
othMan • JaMes finlaYson MUrraY JacKson • JaMilah Bte Johari • JaMUna D/o ParMasiVaM • JanaKY D/o JagaJanUnthaM • Jareenah Bee 
Binte MohaMMeD salleh • Jariah Bte alaf Din • JasPer liM Poh Kheng • JasPer PhUa woon seng • JaY teh gUi YUan • JaYasri raghUnathan • 
JaYathi D/o sanee • Jee Meng tU • Jeeto KaUr • JeffreY John De silVa • JeffreY Yong Khin KUoK • Jefri Bin Miswari • Jehan Binte raMli • 
Jeinthi D/o siVananthaM • Jelita Binte MohaMeD ariffin • JeMiazlan shah Bin Mahat • JennY ng soh gUat • JennY ong Pei Pei • JennY tan • 
Jeow Mei fUn Karine • JereMY chUng weiJie • JereMY YaP • JereMY YUri sia cheong ngan • Jia rU • JiMMY ong Jeng feng • Jin Yi Qiong • Joan liM 
Meng Joon • JocelYn YaP JocK sze • JoeharY wahiD Bin raMlan • Joel liM sheng Jie • Joelle Kan lai Yee • Johan Bin KaDari • Johar Bin 
PatiMin • Johari Bin osMan • John waDhaM • Jong Yian ching • JosePh fatiMah • JosePh John • JosePh PhiliP • JoshUa chia Yeong Jia • JoYce 
ho chee hoi • JoYce lee Jia Xin • JoYce seah shiaU hwei • JUaY Meng Poh • JUDY De gUzMan caBUtotan • JUhairiah Binte hairi • JUlaYha Bte 
wornoh • JUliana Binte sUMarYo • JUliana Bte MohaMeD isMail • JUlie tan • JUliUs Bono hilario • JUliYanti Binte JUMMaat • JUMiah Binte 
DaiMan • JUnaiDa Binte saPari • JUnaiDah Binte aBD Jalil • JUnaiDah Binte iBrahiM • JUnaiDah Binte MohaMeD YUnUs • JUnaiDah Bte ahMat 
Bohari • JUraiDah Binte wahiD • JUriah Bte ahMaD • JUrianah Bte JaMil • JUstin how Yee Kion • JUwita Binte JUMaat • K. naDaraJan • Kaiah 
Binte ani • Kailani Bin saiD • KalariKanDY shreYas • KaliDasan MUthUselVaM • KaliYaPerUMal KaMalaKKannan • KaM choon laY • KaM rhU 
wei • KaMallUDin Bin iDris • KaMarUDin Bin ahMaD • KaMarUDin Bin saPari • KaMil Bin MashoeD • Kan irene • Kanaga laXshiMi D/o raMasaMY 
thangaVe • KanDaswaMY KUMar • Kang chee Keong • Kang hai ngUan • Kang Kheng wee • Kang Khoon thor • Kang Kia heng • Kang Meng 
liat • Kang soK chUa • Kang soon Yong • Kang tai hUng • Kang tiang hwee DannY • Kang YUen sin • Kannan s/o KrishnasaMY • Kannan s/o 
P KesaVan • KanwalJit KaUr chYle D/o g. singh • Karen chUa MUi hoon • Karen tan lYe teng • Karen wilKinson • Karen wong wai leng • 
KarPagaM D/o VeeraMalai • KarPagaValli D/o KarUPPiah • Kartini Binte MohD ali • KarUPPUsaMY sUnDaraVaDiVelU • Kathleen JoYce 
scUllY • KaY tecK Kin • Kee chee hiong • Kee JiU hwai roY • KeK siew hUa • KeK teng liP • KelVin tan tzeYang • Kelwant singh • Keng Ben hoe • 
Keow Yeong wei • Ker siew eng • KerK chee siong • KerK eng hUat • Kesani DUrga PrasaD • KeVin orMeo gUilleM • Kew gUozhi • Kew hUiling • 
Kew seow JUin • Khairon Binte MohaMeD salleh • KhaliKUzzaMan s/o aBDUl wahaB • Khaw Yang JUat • Kheng hwee Yan • Khew U-tet, 
alfreD • Khiew liP Boon • Khine wah soe • Kho cheong Kiat • Kho thiaM soon • Khoe Beng sang Benson • Khoh tio ching • Khong hUi Mian • 
Khong Kheng hong • Khong lYe Peng • Khong siaK loong • Khong siew PUn, winston • Khong tUcK Meng • Khoo choon Kiat • Khoo chU wei • 
Khoo hin KoK • Khoo hUi wen Janice • Khoo li ling • Khoo locK chYe • Khoo PeK ne • Khoo san Yoon YVonne • Khoo shee Kang • Khoo wee 
ngee • Khoo Yen ling • Khor hwee leing • KiM chang Yi • KinsKi KoManeci haliM • Kng tat seng • Ko chee Min JiMMY • Koah Yew chUan • Koe 
ing ling • Koh ai lin • Koh ai ling • Koh Bee chee, Veron • Koh Bee Yeong • Koh BocK gUan • Koh Boon heng colin • Koh Boon hUa roY • Koh 
BUaY tiang • Koh chang KhiM • Koh cheng watt • Koh cheng wei • Koh chin Keong • Koh chin seng • Koh fei shU Doreen • Koh gUan chYe • Koh 
gUat DaY • Koh gUeK ngoh sUsan • Koh hUi ting • Koh Jong Meng • Koh Joo ai anna • Koh Kai neng • Koh Kian Ming John • Koh KiM lee Victor • 
Koh KoK thYe • Koh laY hUi • Koh laY Kheng • Koh lei Jin, Vincent • Koh li cheng • Koh li hwa • Koh li li • Koh lian heoK • Koh liP YUng • Koh 
MiU woon • Koh MUi chong alBert • Koh Poh choon • Koh PUaY Ping • Koh san hoong • Koh ser oon • Koh siew hong • Koh siew hoon • Koh 
siew hUang • Koh siew see • Koh soK hoon • Koh sUi san, saMantha • Koh tee tong • Koh wee Pheng • Koh wee Ping • Koh Yong Ming • KoK 
chong ann • KoK KaM sUn • KoK li ching • KoK PhUi Ying • KoK Yen hUi • Kong hai YUh • Kong Jian YUan • Kong siew Pin • Kong tian ling JaiMe • 
Kong Yew MUn • Koo geK Poh • Koo i-wei • Koo JYh Kwang • Koo siew ngUan • Koo toh chUan • Koo tUcK seng • Koo Yew fai • Kooh Yee tze • Kor 
JohnliM • Kow hUi wah • Kow hwee Mei • KrishnaKUMari alagarsaMY • KrishnaMoorthY ViJaYasri • KrishnaMUrthi MohanaDas • Krishnan 
s/o M raMasaMY • KrishnaVani D/o Krishnan • KrUMMert Katherine ann • KUa Xiong hUi, alfreD • KUah KiM wah • KUah siew lUang • KUaY JUn 
Yi • KUeK chin Meng • KUlainDran ariaratnaM • KUlasergaran s/o sinnathaMBY Kathirga • KUlenthYVelU UDaYar selVaKUMar • KUM chee 
chYi • KUM chi leng • KUMarasaMY JeYatharan • KUniYil Basheer MUhaMMeD rafi • Kwa cheow Yan • Kwa gUian sin • Kwa KiM soon • Kwan 
cheen choo • Kwan choon wah • Kwan heng leng • Kwan Mei fong • Kwan wei chYe • Kwang sai weng • Kwang sing chYe williaM • Kweh JUi 
Khoon • KweK ai ling • KweK Kwee hUa • KweK lee tiang • KweK soh hoon • KweK soon Pheng KelVin • KwoK chioU ing eMilY • L christie • 
laBraDor roel Mella • lai chee leong • lai chew ching, JoYce • lai Moh siM • lai PatsY • lai soh hoe • lai wee Keong • lai weng Kong, alVin • 
laila Bte salleh • laM JiMMY • laM Kah sUn • laM lee choY • laM Meng tecK richarD • laM Poh wah • laM siaK KUan • laM soo foong Maggie • 
laM thYe chin • laM tiaM YUen • laM wai heng • laM Yong ling lester • laMBerto ii tan rellegUe • laM-teo sUan KhiM • lang Jie • laU chiew 
wah • laU chin Ming • laU chUn Meng • laU foon Yong • laU hUa tin, Janet • laU hwa cheong • laU Jing Xi • laU Kwong tat, eric • laU lai san • 
laU lei Meeng • laU Mee Keow • laU Meow hoon • laU Moh Kwan • laU MUi heng • laU siew lan • laU soon Poh • laU wee Boon, KeVin • laU 
whee ling, Michelle • laU YUen fan • law ah tee • law Kian Yong • law Ming hUi • law tiaM Poh • law wai hUng • law Yong fai • le thi thUY 
hang • lecK Jin chwee • lee ah KaM florence • lee Bee eng • lee Beng hooi • lee BettY • lee Boon Pah • lee BrenDa • lee BUaY chiang • lee 
chao fUng • lee chaY Koon • lee chee hiUng • lee chee hUng • lee chee Kiong • lee chee wah • lee cheK choo • lee cheng chUen • lee 
cheoK fai • lee cheow KUen • lee cher Yong • lee chi lih gerarD • lee chian heng • lee chiew KaM • lee chiK Meng • lee chin ann • lee chin 
chong • lee chin leong • lee chin wai • lee ching how • lee ching wei • lee chor tecK • lee chUi YoKe • lee chwee KUan • lee chYe Meng, 
BennY • lee conwenn cecilia • lee eng Joo • lee eng loK • lee fooK liong • lee fUe hwan • lee fUrn li • lee geoK san • lee gUan heng • lee 
gUat MUi • lee gwo MeY • lee han Poh • lee heng Kah • lee heng lin • lee hocK eaM • lee hocK lai anthonY • lee hocK seng • lee hong eng • 
lee hoon hwee steVen • lee hUi ching • lee hUi KhiM • lee hwee geK • lee JiaK sUan • lee Jian Xiong • lee Jin hwUi • lee Joon Kiat • lee Kah 
wei • lee KaM chUng • lee KaM leong • lee Kar seong, wilsons • lee Kar wei • lee Kee leong • lee Kheng hoe • lee KhiM chYe • lee Kiang chaK • 
lee KiM hai • lee KiM leng JosePh • lee KiM Meng • lee KiM sar • lee KiM tecK • lee KoK liang • lee KoK wah stePhen charles • lee Kwee 
Khoon • lee laY choo • lee laY hUa • lee lee cheng • lee liat hong • lee ling chUng • lee liP swan • lee lUen shee • lee lYe fong KathrYn • 
lee Mei ching • lee Mei hUi • lee Mei ling • lee Mei shan • lee Mei thiM • lee Meng heng • lee Meow tiang serene • lee Min Kwang • lee ngee 
hocK • lee oi Kwan • lee PeK lian • lee PhaiK lan • lee PhaY lee • lee PhecK geK • lee Ping sing, eric • lee Poh Poh • lee Poh Poh • lee Poo 
Khiang eDwin • lee PUi shan • lee rUilin • lee saU hoon • lee seng eng • lee seng hang • lee seng Keat • lee seoK Phan • lee seong hUat • 
lee shang Pang • lee shU weY • lee siew gnee • lee siew hoon • lee siew ling florence • lee siew tin • lee siong Koon • lee siU chiong • 
lee soK chen, lUcY • lee song Joo • lee soo liang • lee soo seng • lee soo shiang • lee soon hUang • lee soon lian francis • lee sUan 
cheng • lee sUsan • lee swee Kwang • lee swee Peng • lee tecK wee DoMiniQUe • lee tee Yang • lee teow hee • lee thean chien • lee thong 

Perng • lee tiP choY • lee tong fatt • lee tze Yang • lee tze Yee • lee wan her • lee wan Qi, geralDine • lee wee chaY • lee wee leng • lee 
wei ling, geralDine • lee weng hong • lee wing haY • lee Yah fang • lee Yee wen • lee Yew fong • lee Yiew Kien • lee Yin MUn • lee Yin onn, 
stewart • lee YoKe leng • lee Yong Yean • lee YUanzhang, iVan • lee-lian geoK siM • leK chUn cheUn • leM Kiah chen • leng JYh Yiing • leng 
soon PaK • lennY sUrianie Binte saffie • leo ah ee • leong chee fatt • leong chee Kin • leong chee siong • leong chee wai • leong chee 
YoKe, Janet • leong cheng Yee • leong chin toon • leong ching Yee • leong choong YioK • leong fooK wah • leong han seng • leong hon 
wah • leong KoK hoong • leong Koon foong • leong KUan YU • leong KUM hong • leong KwoK cheong • leong KwoK weng • leong lai Yee • 
leong MaY foong • leong Mei Yee, wenDY • leong MUn Kit Dennis • leong seK han PaUl • leong seng fatt • leong shean YUi Peter • leong 
tee PhUang DesMonD • leong wai ling Jane • leong wei Ming • leong weng cheoU • leong weng KaY BenJaMin • leong weng Kwai • leong 
wing soon • leong Yen Ming • leong YiM wah • leong Yin fong • leong YoKe cheng • leong YUen Yew • leow BoK wee • leow hee YUan • leow 
hwee Peng • leow Moi KaY • leow Yew chin • leow Yong JYe • leow Yoon tong • leow Yoong nen DerricK • lePaJi MohaMeD Yaseen haBiB 
hassan • letchMi • letchMi D/o MariMUthU • leUng fat YUen, saMMY • lew chee Kong • lew KiM leng • lew siew hong • lew sow gi • lew swee 
heng • lew Yii Der • li ailing JasMine • li KelUn • li KUn • li li • li Man • li Ming • li QiU fang • li weiwei • li Yitong • li YUnYi • li zhaogUo • lia 
Peng siong • liang hUiKai • liang sze leong • liang tacK King • liaw hwee Kiat • liesDa Binte Kaani • liew hUaY Ping • liew Keng Ming 
lawrence • liew sew ngiM • liew siaU wei • liew sUet fong • liew wai Meng fariD • liew YU ling irene • lilian tan ai ling • liM ah cheng • liM 
ah chwee • liM ah eng PatricK • liM ah hooK, Peter • liM ai laY • liM ai lian • liM ai ling • liM ai Peng • liM aiK Kiat • liM Bee eng • liM Bee Keow • 
liM Bi zhi Jessie • liM BocK ho • liM BocK lan • liM BoK ngaM • liM Boon hoh BeneDict • liM Boon lai, anDrew • liM Boon li agnes • liM BUK 
gUan roger • liM chai Kwee • liM chai ling • liM chang woei • liM chee Boon • liM chee hoe • liM chee hong • liM chee hoong • liM chee siong • 
liM chee wei • liM cheK hong • liM cheng heng • liM cher hwa • liM chew hUa • liM chi eng • liM chia chUan • liM chin heng • liM chin Kee • 
liM chin tian • liM ching liang • liM chiow leng winston • liM chng wUi • liM chong eng • liM chong hiang • liM chong swee • liM chong teiK • 
liM choon hUang • liM choon ngUan • liM chUan Kwee • liM chUng ting • liM chYe hocK terence • liM chYi Dar • liM Dah Kwan • liM Daw MaY • 
liM ee lee • liM eng lai • liM e-sin, Janicia • liM geoK choo • liM geoK hong • liM geoK Kian • liM geoK san • liM geoK tin agnes • liM giM hUa • 
liM giM hUat, JeffreY • liM gUan choo • liM gUat Koon • liM gUet lee • liM han Yi Jonathan • liM heng nian • liM heng toh • liM hocK hUat, PaUl • 
liM hocK siew • liM hon choon claYton • liM hoon hoon annie • liM hoon lan • liM hUa Bee • liM hUeY fang • liM hUeY hUeY • liM hUi in • liM 
hUi JUan • liM hUi sien • liM hwee heng • liM hwee Kheng • liM hwee Min • liM Jew Jing • liM Jia Yi • liM Jiarong sherMan • liM Jin seng Michael • liM 
Joo YaK • liM Kai • liM Kee hong • liM Keng Meng • liM Keng siang • liM Kia Kee • liM Kian hUat • liM Kian hUat • liM Kian Peng • liM Kian seng 
roY • liM Kien teong • liM KiM Kwang • liM KiM Poh • liM KiP Jiah • liM KoK swee • liM Kwang hwee • liM Kwang siah raYMUnD • liM Kwee chew • 
liM Kwee seng • liM lai hUat • liM laM KoY, Michael • liM laY choo • liM laY hoon • liM le ling • liM lean wan charlie • liM lee feng • liM lee 
hUang • liM lee KiM • liM lee KiM PaUline • liM lee Ping • liM lee Yea • liM leK sheng • liM li li Betina • liM li Ping • liM li ting • liM li wen esther • 
liM li Ying rosalinD • liM lian hocK • liM lian tiong • liM liang chUan • liM liK hUaK • liM ling ling • liM loo Yen • liM loot Yin, JerliYn • liM lYe 
hocK • liM MaY hsia JorDan • liM Meng choo, JUliet • liM Ming chai • liM Ming chUan • liM ngan seng • liM nUen thYe • liM oei leng • liM PecK 
leng • liM Pei ling • liM Pei ling, Pearlene • liM Pei wen • liM Peng hwa • liM Pheng laY • liM Pi feei • liM PoeY hUang • liM Poh eng • liM Poh 
lian • liM Poh seng • liM Poh siew • liM Poo YaM • liM Pooi Kee • liM Qwen ling • liM rUng Peng • liM saU JiUn • liM see Yen • liM seng lan • liM 
seng thYe Vincent • liM seng Yeow • liM seoK ting • liM seow chin • liM shi Jie • liM shin liK • liM siew cheng • liM siew laY hannah • liM siew 
lian • liM siew Yang MaDeline • liM sin BoK • liM sing loong • liM siong Boh Daniel • liM socK cheng • liM socK KiM • liM soo ann • liM soo 
Meng, Jonathan • liM soon Peng • liM sUat hoon • liM sUat Kheng • liM sUn Kiat • liM swee choo • liM swee heng • liM swee KaY freDericK • 
liM tao heng • liM tecK Peng • liM tiaK hee • liM tian hong • liM tUcK fang • liM tUng Ming Vincent • liM tze Beng • liM wai erh wilson • liM wee 
Beng • liM wee hoon • liM wee liang • liM wee sen • liM wee tiong • liM wei liang, alVin • liM wei ling • liM wei Xiong ParrY • liM wenfang • liM 
wing whYe • liM YaM ling • liM Yan choo • liM Yeow hoo • liM Yew chan • liM Yew cheong • liM Yew tiong • liM Yin fong • liM Yong chUng, alan • 
liM Yong Kiat • liM zhiQiang • liM zhU liang • lina liM • lin De • lin gUo Ming • lin hUitian • lin i wUn • lin lean lean • lin Min • lin renJie • lin 
XiaoXin • lin XUeni • lin YaMei • linDa neo shin hUeY • ling ai sang • ling Bee hong • ling chao Yin • ling Joo hUa • ling-tai Mei Kwan • lionel 
Yong KUM chew • liU gUoQiang • liU KoK MUn lawrence • liU na • liU Png hocK • liU weng Keong, ian • liU XUan • liU Yan • liU Yien Kian • liw 
chee wei • lo chee Meng Mitch • lo Kwai thiang • locK win chong • locK Yan ni • loganathan s/o aPPaU MariaMUthU Veera • loh chew Kai, 
alfreD • loh chow KUang • loh chYU seng • loh feng Yih • loh geoK KhiM • loh haK Keong • loh hong Yong • loh hUi ngee • loh KiM leong • 
loh KoK fah • loh Koot Khin • loh Kwai wai constance • loh li hUi • loh Meng nan • loh PUaY Joo • loh siew chUe • loh siew hUi • loh soon 
Kee • loh swee lian • loh swee Meng • loh tah wUi • loh tecK hong iVan • loh tecK Kheng • loh tecK Meng • loh tia KoK • loh tsUi Yee 
geneVieVe • loh Vincent • loh wee hwa • loh weng chiang eric • loh wing chiew • loh woon hong • loh Ying foong • loh Yong hwee • loi 
Boon toon • loi Yaw chen • loK Bee lai • loK howe Ping • loK shen lUi sharon • loK tee ngoh Doreen • loKe chin Yee • loKe chUen Kit 
alfreD wilson • loKe KoK cheong • loKe li Yian • loKe sow leng • loKe Yin Yin • loKesh ananD • long saY Jee • long siew fong • long sze 
Kong • loo Bee lan • loo KiM chwee • loo leong heng • loo sai Kiang • loo seo hoon • loo siew lian • loo siew MUi • loo tian Poh • loo wei 
KoK • looi sooK fong • looi teiK soon • loPez norMan Dela crUz • loU tow Yong • loU Xian Xin • loUis eng heng soon • loUis YaK chee 
siong • low annie • low Bee eng • low Beng choo • low chee siong • low chen wah • low choo heng • low chor hong • low hee eng • low 
ho Peng • low hUaY hUaY • low hUi cheng • low hwee Yee ManDY • low Jang her • low Joo hong • low Keng wah aleX • low Kheng Keong • 
low Kheng Mong • low KiM lian • low lee cheng, DaisY • low lee ling • low lee Vee naoMi • low lYe Ying • low Poh wah • low Poo noi • low 
shU Qing • low siew eng • low song chYe • low thiaM tecK • low tian leng • low Yew choh • low Yew hUat • low Yin fUn • low Ying san • low 
YoKe cheow • low YoKe fUn • low-ong chwee ngoh • loY Pei Ping • loY sai wee • loY soo KhiM • lU gUanYi • lUa Bee hin • lUa hocK Keong • 
lUBis carlo MenDiola • lUKMan • lUM chan chUng • lUM lYe Kit • lUM oi Kwan • lUM soon wah • lUM-lee fong chan • lUQMan Bin esUoPe • 
lUQManUl haKiM Bin JaMalUDin • lYe Keng fatt • lYe Mei Ying cecilia • lYe Yew hwa • M KalathaVi • M raJenDra • Ma changBing • Mageret elY • 
MagnaYe arnolD naDUa • Mah laY hoon • Mah Pooi thiM • Mah siew fei • Mah siew MeY • Mah siew wah • Mahani Binte MoDh • Mahat Bin haMiD • 
MahBoB Bin Masri • Mahesh PanDharinath shelKe • MaK Bee leng • MaK Beng Yew Vincent • MaK Keng seng • MaK KoK weng alPhonsUs • MaK 
KUM hoong • MaK weng cheong • MaK Yin Yee • MaKsoM Bin oslanD • MalarVilY D/o siVaraMan • Manisah Bte KhaMis • Mano Jacintha • 
Mansoor shah Bin MohaMeD isMail • ManUarn Danian • MaPPang sean cUangUeY • Marcelo roBert aBello • MarcUs le • MarcUs lee shiang 
leoong • MarcUs leVon KaraKashian • Margaret Bella XaVier • Maria chen MeihUi • Maria choY • Maria taY KiM Kee • MariaM Binte YahYa • 
Mariana Binte hUssain • Maricon Magat liM • Marina Bte oMar • MariYati Bte arifin • MarKUs christoPher rUDDocK • Marlon caBigting 
crUz • Marlon francisco PrUDencio • MarlYna Binte Manaf • Marni Binte Masni • Marsita Bte che Mat • Marsita Bte othMan • Martin PhiliP 
white • Martizano JoBet genorga • MarUthanaYagaM sooria Kala • MarUthaPPan shanMUganathan • MarY antonette D/o sironMani • 
MarY JosePhine John • Mas’aD Bin iDris • Masna Binte Dahalan • Masrinah Binte awi • MassiMo Marotta • MastUra Binte MohD Dan • 
Maszelan Bin reBo • MaszUrin Binte sUfar • MathUsoothanan sreeDaran • Matthew cheah chern • Matthew Jonathan hUM • Maza nestor Jr 
nUnag • Mazita Binte taliB • Maznah Binte Mashor • Maznah Bte MohaMMeD ali • Maznah Bte MohD • Mazriah Binte Mahzan • Mazriani Binte 
Mahzan • MD azhar Bin MaaMin • MD roslan Bin iDrose • MD YUsoff Bin Jais • Meng lin • Metze ler leong hwa • Michael eastwooD • Michael 
John aleXanDer leslie • Michael Kenneth siMon • Michael toM • Michelle ang Poh cheng • Michelle neo PeK lian • Mirza aBDUl MaliK • 
Misran Bin walet • MohaMaD aMin Bin aBDUl rashiD • MohaMaD azMan Bin othMan • MohaMaD Bin iBrahiM • MohaMaD ezan Bin ahMaD • 
MohaMaD faDila Bin azali • MohaMaD fairUz Bin aBDUl MUtaliB • MohaMaD firDhaUs Bin aMir • MohaMaD haDi Bin ali • MohaMaD hailMie Bin 
isMail • MohaMaD haliM Bin raMlan • MohaMaD haniff Bin ali • MohaMaD ian Bin anang • MohaMaD irwan Bin Mansor • MohaMaD KaMal Bin 
haron • MohaMaD KaMal Bin isKanDar • MohaMaD KhaliD Bin othMan • MohaMaD Khizar Bin ani • MohaMaD nasroM Bin oMar • MohaMaD nor 
Bin BachoK • MohaMaD riDan Bin MohaMeD rais • MohaMaD riDhwan Bin aBDUl laziM • MohaMaD rizal Bin taBan • MohaMaD rozManD Bin 
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JaMalUDin • MohaMaD saUfi sYazwan Bin MohaMaD • MohaMaD YUsof Bin KariM • MohaMeD aDhaM Bin MohaMeD YUnos • MohaMeD ali Bin 
aBDUl aziz • MohaMeD aMinUDin Bin saat • MohaMeD ariffin Bin MohaMeD ali • MohaMeD azMY Bin MohaMeD salleh • MohaMeD B aBD rahiM • 
MohaMeD DzUlfazelY Bin rashiD • MohaMeD ehsan Bin saiDin • MohaMeD faizal Bin sUlaiMan • MohaMeD fareD Bin MaKMon • MohaMeD farooK aBDUl 
wahaB • MohaMeD hafiz Bin MohaMeD ali • MohaMeD helMie Bin rahMat • MohaMeD isMail Bin aBDUl haKiM • MohaMeD JaMil Bin ahMaD • MohaMeD 
JUsri Bin Bangi • MohaMeD nazarUDin Bin anUar • MohaMeD noor Bin haJi MaiDeen • MohaMeD oMar Bin noor MohaMeD • MohaMeD rafi Bin 
MohaMeD • MohaMeD raMaDan Bin MohaMeD YUsoff • MohaMeD saDDiQ Bin aBDUl haMiD MohaMe • MohaMeD saDhiQ Bin MohaMeD ashaD • 
MohaMeD salleh B MohD gozali • MohaMeD shafie Bin MohaMeD osMan • MohaMeD shafirUDeen s/o aJees • MohaMeD shahril Bin MohaMeD 
atan • MohaMeD toha Bin sUKarDi • MohaMeD YazeeD Bin Uonos MohaMeD • MohaMeD YUsof Bin aBDUllah • MohaMeD YUsoff Bin sharif 
MohaMeD • MohaMeD ziYarD MohaMeD MUzni • MohaMMaD arzanJani Bin siKin • MohaMMaD azron Bin BasrUn • MohaMMaD faDzUli Bin aBDUl 
Manaf • MohaMMaD faUzi Bin aBU BaKar • MohaMMaD fazel Bin MohaMMaD YUnUs • MohaMMaD hafiz Bin aBDUl Manan • MohaMMaD shahril Bin 
saMat • MohaMMeD ali Bin a rahMan • MohaMMeD aznor Bin zainal • MohaMMeD faDzil Bin isa • MohaMMeD fahMY Bin Jaafar • MohaMMeD 
faizal Bin Johari • MohaMMeD faizal Bin KhaMis • MohaMMeD faUzi Bin anUar • MohaMMeD irwan Bin sahir • MohaMMeD rahUMatUllah Bin 
aBDUl Bazir • MohaMMeD raziee Bin sUlaiMan • MohaMMeD riDwan Bin aBDUl Kahar • MohaMMeD YUsri Bin MohaMMeD Yassin • Mohanan s/o 
P r raghaVan • MohD afanDi Bin MohD noh • MohD affanDi B MohD isMail • MohD faDzillan Bin MohaMeD hUssein • MohD ilMi Bin aB Jalil • 
MohD isKanDar Bin ali • MohD MUliana Bin DolMat • MohD reezwan Bin aMan • MohD rehan Bin MohaMaD PaDilah • MohD riDzwan Bin raMli • 
MohD riPin Bin ali • MohD sUlaiMan Bin saiD • MohinDer singh • MoK chin Yen • MoK fUh ling, Jason • MoK Pooi Keng • Moncelito castillo 
Bathan • Morniwati Bte KasiM • MUhaMaD faUzi Bin Mat isa • MUhaMaD gani Bin ahMat • MUhaMaD hafiz Bin saPari • MUhaMaD reDzwan Bin 
isnin • MUhaMaD riDha Bin Motar • MUhaMaD rosli Bin MoKtar • MUhaMaD shah reza Bin ahMaD • MUhaMaD shahifUl Bin MahMooD • 
MUhaMaDnoh Bin wanDY • MUhaMMaD afiQ Bin zainUDDin • MUhaMMaD alfie Bin Jasrah • MUhaMMaD ali Bin KaMis • MUhaMMaD ashaari Bin 
ariff • MUhaMMaD asri Bin oMar • MUhaMMaD Bin isMail • MUhaMMaD Danial Bin faDzlon • MUhaMMaD eDrin Bin asMawi • MUhaMMaD faDDlY 
Bin KaMari • MUhaMMaD faDzil Bin MohaMeD shahrir • MUhaMMaD fahMi Bin MahonY • MUhaMMaD fairUz Bin sYeD MohaMeD sall • MUhaMMaD 
faizal Bin isMail • MUhaMMaD firDaUs Bin razif • MUhaMMaD haffiz Bin aBDUl MaJiD • MUhaMMaD hafiz Bin MohD zin • MUhaMMaD hasni Bin 
Karsani • MUhaMMaD hilMY Bin oMar • MUhaMMaD hishaM Bin alias • MUhaMMaD iQBal Bin shaiK isMail Maric • MUhaMMaD JUMali Bin aYoB • 
MUhaMMaD KhaliD Bin sazli • MUhaMMaD naeeM Bin MD taiB • MUhaMMaD naJiB Bin Jaafar • MUhaMMaD nazree Bin aBDUl rahMan • MUhaMMaD 
razali Bin haliM • MUhaMMaD rhazali Bin MohD isMail • MUhaMMaD sazalie Bin Dahlan • MUhaMMaD sYalihin Bin JUnaiDi • MUhaMMaD zahiD Bin 
rohMan • MUhaMMaD zaiD Bin salleh • MUhaMMaD zUraiMi Bin sani • MUhaMMeD faizal Bin raDzUan • MUhaMMeD YUsrY Bin ahMaD • MUhlisah 
Binte haMiD • MUhsin Bin MUstafa • MUJtaBa MohaMMaD shariQ • MUKesh KUMar Bachhas • MUliaDY tanDil • MUlYaDi Bin KaMis • MUMBalli 
BiJesh • MUnirah Binte ManaP • MUntoha Bin Moenir • MUrnirah Binte MohaMaD riDwan • MUs isKanDar Bin MohaMeD siDiK • MUstafah Bin 
osMan • MUthUKrishnan raVinDaran • MUthUsaMY s/o P. VengaDasalaM • MUzalifah Binte haron • NaDaison sUBraManiaM • naDaraJah 
thUrairaJa singaM • naeMah Bte ahMeD • nagaraJan selVaraJ KarthicKraJ • nagenDra singh • nah song chYe • nai MUi ling • naina MohaMeD 
arJis shaiK aBDUl KaDar • nalina D/o thaVaraJoo • naM Keng loon • naragiMMon s/o ganesan • nathan s/o MUthUsaMY • nazeera BegUM Binte 
MohaMaD sharif • nazli Bin aDnan • nazreen ParVeen Binte aBDUl azeez • neDUMaran s/o raMasaMY • neo aiK hing • neo Bee gUat • neo Bee 
hong • neo Bian hong • neo chin teong • neo chU weng • neo chUn seng Johnson • neo Deng choo • neo hwee Pin • neo Jing Ying KathY • neo Kat 
seng steVen • neo Kee cheng • neo KhiM han Phil • neo Kong Yong • neo leng Keow • neo saY Khean • neo siJie • neo thiaM chYe, Michael • neo 
tze Qin Doreen • neo wan Yee • neo wei sheng • neoM Yew chee • neVin liU Jian lin • ng ah sing • ng ai King • ng Bee ching • ng Boon hUang • 
ng Boon Yong • ng chai hUat • ng chee Peng • ng chee Peng • ng chee wei • ng cheng Boon • ng cheng Kheong • ng cheong Pheng • ng cher 
chin • ng chiaP hong • ng chien onn thoMas • ng chin Kong • ng chin naM • ng chong seng • ng chong Yew • ng choon cheong, ron • ng 
choon Yeang • ng chor neng • ng chUn sheng • ng chUn wUi • ng geaK eng • ng geK lang Karen • ng geoK leng • ng geoK lian • ng geoK 
sUan • ng giM Khoon • ng hai ching • ng hai YiM • ng haK hocK • ng hocK chwee • ng hocK heng • ng hocK soon • ng hon wai • ng hUat choon • 
ng hUi lin • ng hwee lian • ng hwee tong • ng Jin teiK • ng JiUnn shYong • ng Joo hee • ng Joo leng • ng JUn hUa, calVin • ng Kah Yong • ng 
Kar leng • ng Kee naM • ng Kee whee • ng KeK Keng • ng Keng leng • ng KhaY gUan KelVin • ng Kheng leong • ng KiM hUat • ng KiM wah • ng 
Kin siU • ng KoK cheng • ng KoK chUan • ng KoK hoong • ng KoK Peng • ng KUn Yan • ng Kwee geoK • ng Kwee hUang • ng Kwee lee • ng Kwee 
lian • ng lai KUen sUsan • ng laY Bian • ng laY choo • ng laY har JosePhine • ng laY Peng • ng laY ting • ng lee en, grace • ng lei ting • ng li 
wei, calVin • ng liaM tecK • ng lilY • ng li-shian • ng loK Yee • ng lU si • ng Mah heng • ng Mee Kien • ng Mei ling •  
ng Mei Peng • ng Meng li eileen • ng Mew wah angie • ng Min laY • ng Ming zhe • ng MUi hiong • ng MUi noi • ng naM seng • ng ngin Khwang •  
ng PecK gUan • ng PecK hong • ng Peng choong • ng Peng leong • ng PeY li • ng Pia lee, sUzie • ng Poh KUan • ng PUaY giM • ng QUee hUaY • 
ng QUee sin • ng saY cheong • ng saY wee • ng seng thiaM • ng seoK Yian • ng seow wang • ng shean chYng • ng siew BUi • ng siew cheng • 
ng siew Mei • ng siew thin • ng sing Kwong • ng socK King • ng soK fern • ng soo chin sUsan • ng soo Vee • ng soon chUan • ng soon han franKie • 
ng soon hUeY • ng soon hwa • ng sUe hUi • ng swee hin • ng swee Kiang raYMonD • ng swee siong • ng tarn nee • ng tecK hong • ng tian Beng • 
ng tiong hee • ng wee hong • ng wei Bin • ng wei feng • ng wei hiong • ng woon tiM • ng XiangrUi • ng Yan tiaK • ng Yat siang • ng Yen Ying • 
ng YeoK Kai • ng Yew wei • ng YiM sUan • ng YoKe foong, Margarita-Diana • ng Yong hoe • ng Yong seng • ng Yong tat • ng YUh shU • ngaliMan • 
ngiaM fooK Kee • ngin hong • ngo Jingli • ngo see John • ngoh wan Ping, Karen • ngU teng Kwang • ngUYen Khac ngoc DUY • niasz MahaMaD • 
nicholas wang KoK Yaw • nina farhana Binte aBDUl Jalil • nizaM a haJa • nJiaUw chew YUen nUrDin • noniDaYU Binte BachoK • noor azarina 
Binte ahMaD • noor azlin Bte MUsa • noor farihah zainal aBiDin • noor haizaD Bin MohaMaD • noor haYati Bte Matson • noor hUMaira Binte 
latiff • noor lina Binte rasUl • nooraini Bte ariffin • nooraini Bte iBrahiM • noorwani Binte MohaMeD sUPri • nor aishah Binte MohaMaD 
arshaD • nor a’siKin Bte YUsoff • nor azizah Bte MohD ali • nor erlinDa Bte aini • nor hasiM Bin aBD wahaB • nor hasni Bte salleh • nor 
Jannah Binte ahMaD • norain Binte ahMaD • norain Binte KaMal • noraini Binte aBU BaKar • noraini Binte isMail • nor’aini Binte MohaMeD • 
noraini Bte aBDUl haMiD • noraizan Bte rahMat • noranita Binte ahMaD • norashiKin Binte KoMari • norashiKin Binte MohaMMeD ali • 
norasKin Binte iBrahiM • noraslina Binte raMlan • noraslinDa Binte selaMat • norhiDah Binte JeMahat • norhUDa Bti raMli • norianah 
Binte hasBolah • noriati Binte noor rashiD • norisah Binte YahYa • norita Binte nUrDin • norJehan Binte s M ishaKUDDin • norlailah Binte 
aBDUl taliB • norlaYana Binte saMian • norlaYha Binte alMas • norlela Binte shaharUDDin • norlela Bte nawi • norlelah Bte ariffin • 
norliah Binte osMan • norliDa Binte iDris • norlina Binte MD arias • norliza Bte aMin • norliza Bt MohD YatiM • norlYDia Binte MohD siDeK • 
norMah Binte aBDUl rahMan • norMah Bte saini • norMalah Binte BaharoM • norMan JUMal • norni Binte saliM • norra Bte hashiM • 
norsalawati Binte safari • norsalina Binte salleh • norsiah Bte MohaMeD zin • norsitah Bte isMail • norUl norhiDaYat Bin MohaMeD noor • 
norzita Bte MUsa • noVilia silMan • nUr aisha Binte MUstafa • nUr aMalina Binte JaMal • nUr azila Binte aMat • nUr hiDaYah Binte MohaMeD 
salleh • nUr liYana Binte MohaMeD ishaK • nUr rUzanna Binte zainal • nUr shaM Bin MohaMeD • nUresah Binte aBDUl ghani • nUrhaDY Bin 
aBDUl rasiD • nUrhaKiM Bin hUDri • nUrhana Binte KaMasini • nUrlY Binte sUDin • nUrMala Binte noorDin • nUrsaa’Dah Binte aBDUl ghani • 
nUrUl’ ain Bte MohD taUfiK • nUrUl hUDa aBDUllah • nYa KoK hwa • nYaM chiU shin • nYe Jiaan rong • Oh Beng hUat • oh KhiM siong • oh KoK 
wee • oh laY choon • oh ling Jia • oh Poh Keong, steVen • oh sew hUa • oh si YUn JasMine • oh sin hin • oMar Bin ahMaD BaDiB • ong ah lee • 
ong ah tiong • ong ai ling • ong Bee gUat • ong Bee Kee JosePhine • ong Bee neo • ong Beng Kee • ong Bin han elna • ong BoK lan • ong Boon 
ann • ong chai heng • ong chee Keong • ong chee seng • ong chin KiM • ong chong hian • ong choo Peng • ong choon fatt • ong eng chin • 
ong eng choK • ong eng hUat • ong eng Joo • ong eU-gene • ong fong Ying • ong gecK eng • ong geK lian • ong geoK hUa • ong heng tong • ong 
ho Peng • ong hong ling • ong hooD Keng, winston • ong hUi hUa • ong JUn long • ong Kar wee • ong KiaM ho • ong KiM chYe • ong KoK chin • 
ong KoK gUan • ong laY hong • ong lee Mooi • ong leh hUah • ong lian Kheong Vincent • ong lian sheng eDwin • ong loo cheng • ong lUi lin • 
ong Michael • ong Min chor • ong Pei sin • ong Pei sUng Jeslin • ong Peng Peng serene • ong Peng sze • ong PhUi Kai • ong Poh aiK • ong PUaY 

Kee • ong saY PUaY • ong seoK QUee • ong shiYUn • ong shUn Jie • ong sin MaY • ong soon ho • ong sUat BUan • ong sUet Dee • ong swaY na • 
ong swee ling serena • ong swee ling, Jo-anna • ong tecK chUan • ong thiaM ser • ong tian seng • ong tsing YUen • ong wah wei • ong wan 
Koon iris • ong weilin • ong weisen • ong Yee leng • ong Yew chUng • ong YoUDe • ong zhi wei, DesMonD • ooi ah choon • ooi lYe hocK • ooi 
tecK Yang • ooi wei Beng • ore siew wah • osMan Bin saaD • oU Yong Keng chiang • ow chien ting • ow chUn naM • ow ho Keng, aUDreY • ow 
Poh KUen • P Vasanthi • PaK chee hoe howarD • PalaniaPPa chettiar Meenal • PalMero Marcelino Jr serrano • PalVi D/o M a Jasani • Pan 
Di • Pan leK fong • PanDeY JaiPraKash • Pang chia neng • Pang feng hweY • Pang focK Joo • Pang gUan lin • Pang hUi Min rachel • Pang Joon 
Kiong • Pang KiM lUan • Pang KiM Paing • Pang Kong ling • Pang Kwai sUn • Pang laY KUan • Pang nghee aUn Martin • Pang nYUK foong, 
Patricia • Pang seng Kiang rolanD • Pang siong choon • Pang tong tin • Pang wei szU • ParaMasiVaM MUrUgan • ParaMeswari D/o 
goVinDasaMY • PararaJasingaM shanthiKUMar • ParasUraMan shiYalnath • ParthiBan s/o PalaMani • Parwathi D/o rengasaMY • PascUal 
roBerto BesaBe • Pat sio Poh • PatricK seBastian • Patton Vincent • PaUl foK • PaUziah Binte taliB • PaY swee choo • PazaniaPPan s/o 
chellaPan • Peh ah Yoo • Peh cheng Jie • Peh chin lYe • Peh eng tecK • Peh lian hiong • Peh liwa • Peh nee hocK • Peh seong hocK • Peh shian 
hong • Peh sioK hoon catherine • Peh YiXiang • PeK choon chYe • PeK eng Beng • Peng chYe har • Peng wei ling • Per ah hocK • PerUMal 
sellaMUthU • Peter John eDwarDs • PetrUs ricKY hanDoJo • Phan XUan DUng • Phang che chong • Phang KoK Pin • Phang MUi cheng • PhiliP 
shePParD • PhilliP teo Poh tat • Phoa hocK lYe PatricK • Phoo soon BoeY • Phoon chUng fatt • Phoon KoK Yong • PhUa chen chin • PhUa 
gioK eng • PhUa hooi leng • PhUa Kathleen • PhUa Kia Kwang • PhUa Mei ling • PhUaK hoon son • PhYllis leong Poh Peng • PlaciDo Jr soDoY 
tUazon • Png Boon Ping • Png geK hong • Png KoK choon JeffreY • Pnh geK lian • Poh chee Keong • Poh choon Kwai • Poh eng laM • Poh 
fatt chYe • Poh hoU chee • Poh hwee Ping • Poh lee Peng • Poh lee Yien • Poh QiU shi • Poh siew laY • Poh wei Meng • Poh wei tse, PearlYn • 
PoK eng Keong • PoK YUan chong • Poo Yew hUi • Poon Boon Pang • Poon chee Keong • Poon chee Ming • Poon ching Yee • Poon chUn wah • 
Poon Jian • Poon Joe fai • Poon Meng Jin Dennis • Poon Meng siew • Pore leng chYe • PraBheJa D/o naraYanan • PraKasaM silVester arUl 
soosai • PraKash s/o PaPPUnaiDU • PreMaJa D/o MaDhaVan • PreMKUMar s/o eraKUnathan • PUah KhiM tat • PUah KoK Pin • PUah tsai wei • 
PUnithaM D/o soMasUnDaraM • PUnK chang Yong • PUsPalatha D/o MariMUthU • PUsPawalli D/o n DaMoDharan • Qian YUnrU • Qiao hong • 
QiU Jinwei • QUah lYe hocK • QUah Poh hUa • QUaK eng Kwee • QUeK ai ling • QUeK Boon hwee • QUeK Boon Joo • QUeK chiU hwa • QUeK han 
Boo • QUeK hocK liM • QUeK hong Kheng • QUeK hUi zhen • QUeK hwee chern • QUeK Kai Xin • QUeK Ka-wah garY • QUeK Kwee cheng • QUeK lai 
Koon • QUeK lee tiang trina • QUeK lYe hoe • QUeK Ming hUat • QUeK MUi choo • QUeK soo hUi • QUeK swee wee • QUeK tecK Beng • QUeK wei 
Min • QUeK zhao hong, KennY • R. JaYsanKar • raBiah Binte MohaMeD shariff • rachMat hiDaYat Bin isnan • rafiDah Binte MohaMeD iBrahiM 
sahiB • rafiDah Bte ithnin • rahiM Bin ahMaD • rahiM Bin attan • rahMah Bte aBDUl aziz • rahMat Bin aBDUl haMiD • rahMat Bin aDnan • rahsiah 
Bte selaMat • raiMon Bin BUDin • rai’zan Bin ViJaYa KesUMa • raJa MUhaMaD hilMi Bin raJa hassan • raJa raDiah Binte raJa aBDUl aziz • raJa 
s/o raMachaMDra • raJa sahUDin Bin raJa shaMsaD • raJagoPal sUresh • raJaM helen theresa • raJanDraM s/o singaraM alYan • 
raJangUM sUMathi • raJesh D/o raMo • raJesh raMaKrishnan • raJesh sUBha aYYaPPan • raJeswarY D/o chelliah MahalingaM • raMasaMY 
raJa KUMari • raMaswaMY siVaKUMar • raMathaM D/o shUnnUgatheVer • raMesh s/o sreeDharan nair • raMYa Meloth Veetil • ranDolPh 
JUng ting chong • raPiDah Binte ahMaD • rashiD Bin tariKh affanDi • rashiD osMan • rasiDa Binte aB rasiD • rasiDah Binte MohaMeD nor • 
ratina Binte aBDUl rahiM • raUDa Bte MohaMeD aBU BaKar • raVeenDran s/o singaraVelU • raViDharan s/o Krishnan nair • raVinDra KUMar 
ManDa • raVinDran KalaMogen • raVinDran s/o PerUMal arUnasalaM • razali Bin Basri • razaMan Bin JUriM • raziMah Binte hasiBon • 
reDUwan Bin hashiM • reDzUan Bin aBDUl rahMan • regina Peh li Yin • reYnalDo Jr naVarro canieDo • richarD John DaY • riDUan Bin hassiM • 
riDwan Bin MohD • rina chUa • rina teo MUi noi • rini Binte MohaMeD salleh • roDelio aQUino Macalinao • roDrigo frias De leon • rogini 
D/o KanDaYah • rohaiDa Binte KasMani • rohaina Binte MaUlUD • rohaiYa Bte JUsoh • rohaizan Bin rahMat • rohana Binte ahMaD • rohana Bte 
aB MaJiD • rohani Binte hUri • rohani Binte rahMat • rohani Binte sariP • rohani Binte YUsof • roKhsana Bee Bee D/o anwar Khan • rolanD 
goh • roMan roDericK YUPo • roMMel garDose oBienDa • ronalD ng • rosalina Binte Mohsin • rosana teo Yen Peng • roseline ng Jin Jin • 
rosena BeeVi • roseYantie Binte rahMat • roshan Mathew george • roshiDa Binte JaMari • rosiMah Binte MohD saiD • rosina howe • roslan 
Bin aDaM • roslan Bin MUstaffa • roslani Bin YUsoff • roslee Bin aBU BaKar • rosli Bin anwari • rosli Bin MohaMeD YUsof • roslila Bte 
hUsain • roslin Binte rUstaM • roslina Bt rohani • roslinah Binte aBDUl wahiD • roslinDa Binte aBD saMat • rosnah Binti haMiD • rosnah 
Bte isMail • rosni Bte MohD JaDi • rosniwati Binte hosni • rowanna Bte aBDUllah • rozana Binte aBDUl KariM • rozana Bte KariM • rozells 
MelVin siDneY • rozita Binte haMiD • rozitah Binte Jalil • rozlin Binte MohaMeD rosli • rUBianti Binte Janal • rUBin VarUghese • rUchchan 
sUnDeeP • rUDUan Bin iBerhiM • rUMaizah Binte aBDUl rashiP • rUMzi Bin KaMin • rUsli Bin DUKi • rUsnitah Bte othMan • rUzliawati Binte 
KasMan • S a s eric leonarD calistUs Janse • s inDrani • s Meenachi • s nirMala • s P lallitha • s thilagaVathi • s UMa MageshwarY • sa’aDiah 
Binte sanUse • sa’at Bin Mawi • saBri Bin aMat • saBrina Binte shUKor • saDiah Bte MahaBoor • saeDah Bte MohD saliM • saeDah Bte salleh • 
safiYanah Binte saleh • sagaYaMUrthi s/o eaYaMalaY • sahaBDeen MohaMeD MohiDeen • saharah Bte MohaMMaD ali • saiD ali Bin othMan • 
saifol Bin BUKhari • saifUlBahri Bin rasno • saithUPathY santhalechUMY • salahUDDin Bin MohaMeD saiD • salBeah Binte sUiD • saleeM 
Basha MUsthafa iBrahiM • saliha Bt eBrahiM • saliM Bin hUssain • salina Bte satlee • saliza Bte aBDUl haMiD • sallY tan choon Kiang • 
salMah Binti Bahari • salMah Bte BUang • salMiah Binte othMan • salwa Bte othMan • saM chang loUng • saM choY ha • saM Peng Yew • 
saMUel aDair McchesneY • saMUel chang MinXiang • saMUel lee Yin • saMUel wee KUan Kiat • sanDra Mohan s/o VeeraiYah PalaiYah • 
sangeeta DeVi D/o Defi raJ • saniah Binte soeDar • sanKar ganaPathY iYer • santhi D/o sinnathaMBY • santiago allan reY Pastrana • 
santoKh singh s/o lasKKar singh • saPii Bin ahMaD • saPiYah Binte MohaMeD • saQiB Yasin • saraVanan thirUneelaKantan • sareena Bte 
ratMan • sariMa Bte haMin • sarinah Bee Binte MohaMeD gani • sarita rai D/o nagan PrasaD • sarMinah Binti MohaMeD sUPri • saswati Bte 
isnin • sathiaBaMa D/o raJah segran • sathiYaVani D/o MUthU • satwant KaUr D/o sUrJan singh • saw hsar law la • saw Khaing htoo PanBU • 
saw williaM Blessing PaUl • seah ai hUa • seah chee wei • seah chen leng • seah chong Beng • seah geK choo • seah gina • seah haw KUan • 
seah hwee ling gwYnn • seah JiaJUn • seah Kit san • seah laY Kian • seah Min YUe • seah PeY fang • seah siew Joo, serene • seah soon Keow • 
seaK Poh hee • sean Bin sorJaJi • see cheng gUan • see eng Keong • see siew BUan • see soK eng • see swee lian • see swee Peng • see toh 
heng fatt • see toh Ji sheng • see wee thai • see weng choong • seet QiU Yiong • seetho KoK foo • seetoh hon hoY • seKhar siriPUraM • 
selaMat Bin MohaMeD isha • selMa MercY goMez • selVaKUMar s/o a chellaPPan • selVaraJoo siVagaMY • selVarani D/o MUniYanDY 
MaDaMUthU • seng chUi Peng • seng seoK leng • seo lilY • seo sUat hoon • seow hong teong • seow hUi lin, JoYcelYn • seow Minh shan • 
seow see hocK alan • seow Yat Meng, Michael • seow Yoon Khian • ser ah BoK • ser YUancai • shah rezaD Bin aBDUl rahiM • shahireen 
Khaton D/o sUltan Khan sUra • shahriMan Bin ariP • shaifUl faUzi Bin rahMan • shaiK sha Marican Bin ahMeD KassiM • shaM chong chUi Qin • 
shaMsUDin Bin MohD salleh • shaMsUl Bahri Bin aBD rahMan • shaMUs wong thian Khoen • shanKar s/o Bala • shanMUgaM s/o raMaswaMi • 
shanMUganathan V. V. • shao YUhang • shaPanDi Bin sarDi • shareena D/o sYeD MohaMeD • sharifa aMina D/o K P KoYaKUttY • sharifah noor 
Binte iDros alBar • sharMa Krishna PrasaD • sharon siM PUaY leng • sheiK osMan Bin MohaMaD YUsoff • shen weiJian • shen zongwei, 
MelVin • sheng cai fei • sheng li-ching • sherlYn chia geK cheng • shi chin soo • shi hao • shi hong • shia Ping ngoh • shih che-Yao • shih soo 
chwen • shU wen Bin • shUM chee Keen • shUM hon fai stePhen • sia Mear leong • siah laY Peng, collen • sian chean chin • siaw cheng Yee • 
siaw siew Pin • siew soon YUen calVin • siew YaU KoK • sih tiong Meng • sihan saDiKin • silVia haliM • siM ai hoong • siM Bee Kiow • siM Boon 
heng • siM cheng swee • siM chong siang • siM chUn Peow • siM hocK ann • siM hocK soon • siM hwee Yee • siM Jia Qing, alVin • siM Kheng hong • 
siM Kwan hUi, rYan • siM lee nah • siM li geK JUlie • siM Pei Koon • siM Pei ling • siM seoK hiang • siM siang Boon • siM siew Joo • siM siew KiM • siM 
siew teng • siM sze Jong • siM wee Meng • siM wee tiong • siM wei tecK • siM Yin Ping • siM Yong Kar • siMon hoBlYn • sin Yew teK • sinnathaMBY 
Valar MathY • siow cheng Yong • siow shU fen • sitharaMan PartheeBan • siti afsah Binte Misran • siti aiDa Binte atan • siti aisha Binte 
DaUD • siti aMinah Binte Ponang • siti aMinah Bte othMan • siti arliana Binte raMlY • siti azizah Binte ahMaD • siti fareeza Binte MohaMeD 
YUsoff • siti hanita Bte aBDUl hanan • siti hashiDah Binte aBDUl MaJiD • siti MaslinDah Bte isnin • siti nUr aishah Binte YacoB • siti nUr 
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DiYana Binte saleh • siti nUrBaYa Binte Masran • siti nUrJihan Bte aBD rahiM • siti nUrsina Binte isMail • siti nUrzaiMah Binte sUDar • siti 
ratna sari Binte MohaMeD sarif • siti rohani Binte MohaMeD iDris • siti rohani Bte KasManY • siti salawati Binte KasMawi • siti saliMah Binte 
zainUl • siti shaBarilah Binte JUMail • siti zaiDa Binte roslan • sitoh Mon hong • siU chUn wai • sng ai cheng • sng chooi Keon • sng chUn 
hUi • sng eng chYe richarD • sng eng Joo • sng hwee Koong • sng XUe Ying • so JUnwen, eDMUnD • soegiarto soenarto • sofiah Binte 
saharUDin • soh Bee hong • soh Bee hUa • soh chee Kong • soh cheng hai santana • soh cheow sian • soh eng Kien • soh eng ngoh sheila • soh 
geK ngoh • soh hocK Bee • soh hwee laY • soh Kee Boon, steVen • soh Kin Meng • soh lian Kiat • soh ling li • soh ling tiM • soh MUi hong • soh 
Pheng siang • soh PUaY ngee • soh saM long • soh saw chin • soh sin ling • soh YoKe Ping • soh Yong nee • soMan VasaVan • song Be fong • 
song hUi • song Khee Boon eDDY • song siaK Keong • soo ah KoK • soo chang chen • soo chee weng eric • soo weng Keong • soo weng 
tUcK • soon chin aiK • soon Joo hiang • soon liM seng • soon soi ang • soong Kheng Boon alVin • sorinDer singh s/o aMar singh • 
sothinathan KaPilan • soUnDchettiar nataraJan MUrUgesan • sri KaYaththir D/o Balan • sri ranJani D/o naDaraJah • sriDharan hariDas • 
srihani Bte MohD YUsof • stePhanie ng ai ling • stePhen lee chong chee • steVen laM song heng • stewart Darren scott • stewart KellY 
ann • sU Ying • sU Yiwen stePhanie • sU YU • sUa’aDah haneM Bte MohaMeD saiD • sUah shing chYaU • sUBanDrio Bin sateMan • sUBathra 
MUrUgaian • sUBhagan s/o chaKraPani • sUBraMania raDhaKrishnan • sUeY KoK hUa • sUgUna D/o MUrigasan • sUhailY Binte zaKaria • sUhaiMi 
Bin MohaMeD isMail • sUhaina • sUhana Binte KharUDin • sUhoD Bin MohaMaD • sUKaiMi Bin MohaMeD YUn • sUKalPa raghUKUMar • sUKhwinDer 
KaUr D/o aVatar singh • sUKoor MUhaMMaD Bin aMin • sUKUMaran saraVanan • sUlaiMan Bin alias • sUlaiMan Bin hassan • sUlaiMan Bin 
MaharoBin • sUlaiMi Bin salleh • sUleKa D/o a BalaKrishnan • sUlina Bte saYano • sUlong Bin Basiron • sUlPhonan Bin aDaM • sUM wai 
leong • sUMathi D/o DoraisaMY • sUMathi D/o goVinDasaMY • sUn Qizhi george • sUn win • sUnaM Bin MiJan • sUPiYanti Binte MUKrei • sUPPiah 
KartheKeson • sUPPiah s/o ganesan • sUraini Binte sUnreh • sUraiYa haneeM Binte aBU BaKar • sUriani Bte MasoUD • sUriani Bte MohD 
saiD • sUriati Bte MD YUsoP • sUrina Binte haron • sUrinah Bte ahMaD • sUriYani Bte BUang siDeK • sUriYati Bte rawi • sUrYana Binte aBDUl 
rahMan • sUrYani Binte MhD saleh • sUsheela D/o M Krishnan • sUtris Bin KartiMin • sUzana Binte ishaK • sUzYianah Bte MohD ali • swaMinathan 
raManathan • swati Jain • swee seBastian • swee wee leng • sY hong soon • sYeD aBDUl rahMan Bin ali alKaff • sYeD faizal Bin sYeD 
aBDUllah • sYeD MUBaraK Bin sUBUKUtheen • sYeD othMan Bin ahMaD alKaff • sYlVanUs DUncan • sze ai hwa • sze YU sheng • szie chaY 
Khing • Tai chUn MUn, JereMY • tai fatt Ming • tai liP Pin george • taM chee Kat • taMil chelVi sUnDaraM • taMil selVi D/o KUMaraVelU • 
taMilselVan singh s/o raMasaMY • taMMie loKe • tan ah MUaY • tan ah see • tan ai chin • tan ai choo • tan ai hoon • tan ai hwa • tan ai Ping • 
tan ai Poh • tan anna • tan annie • tan Ban cheng • tan Bee Bee • tan Bee geoK • tan Bee hong • tan Bee hUa • tan Bee lian MarY • tan Bee 
sUan cYnthia • tan Beng hin • tan Beng hwee francis • tan Beng Kiat • tan Beng tiong • tan Boon hai • tan Boon hee • tan Boon hocK • tan 
Boon hwa • tan Boon tong • tan BUcK JUaY • tan cai Qin • tan chee Beng • tan chee eng • tan chee leong • tan chee theeM • tan cheK Kai • 
tan cheng ho • tan cheng PUaY • tan cheoK eng • tan cheow KiaK • tan cher sin • tan chew KioK • tan chi siang clarence • tan chian chiew • 
tan chiew lUan • tan chih siM • tan chin eng • tan chin hocK • tan chin hocK • tan chin KoK, helen • tan cho Meng • tan choi tecK • tan choK 
Kwang Vincent • tan chong tiM Moses • tan choon Kiang • tan chwee eng BennY • tan chwee lian • tan chYe thian • tan ee siew • tan eileen • 
tan eing how • tan eng Kiat • tan eng KiM • tan fong Kwan • tan geK hUa • tan geK thiang • tan geoK cheng • tan geoK liew Marie • tan giM 
choo • tan gUan hong • tan gUan Kict • tan gUat Kian • tan gUat Peng • tan hao rUi • tan heng Kee • tan herng hsi • tan hioK seng • tan ho 
Kiong • tan hocK chUan • tan hocK seng anDrew • tan hoK QUan • tan hong Kin • tan how sUe • tan hUi fang • tan hUi ling • tan hUishan • 
tan hUng Yong • tan hwee hUa • tan hwee KoB • tan Jane • tan JaY ling ViVian • tan Jee siang • tan JennY • tan Jia hUi soPhie • tan Jin Xiang • tan 
Jit cheng • tan Ji-Ye, BenJaMin • tan Joo thiaM • tan Joon BUaY • tan JUi cheng • tan JUi Poh • tan JUn Yang • tan JwaY Kwee • tan Kah leng • 
tan Karen • tan Kee hoon • tan Kee seng • tan KeK siong • tan Keng laK • tan Keng siong • tan Keow lin • tan Khai cheong • tan Khar KUan • 
tan Kheng hocK KelVin • tan Kheng swee nicholas • tan KhiM lYe • tan Kia heng • tan Kian ann • tan Kian hong • tan Kian thong • tan Kian wee • 
tan KiM Boon PatricK • tan KiM choo, MarY • tan KiM choon • tan KiM hong • tan KiM hwa • tan KiM noY • tan Kin Par • tan Kin teng • tan Kin wai 
anDrew • tan KiUK hee • tan KoK chian • tan KoK eng, eDDie • tan KoK fan • tan KoK hwa • tan KoK Jin • tan KoK Kheng • tan KoK wah • tan 
Koon hiaU • tan KUan Kwang, alVin • tan KUi chUan • tan KUn gUan • tan Kwan thYe • tan Kwang hUng alVin • tan laK sUan raYMonD • tan lan 
siM • tan laY hong • tan laY hoon • tan laY tin • tan laY wah • tan lee Kwee • tan lee wah • tan lee wan • tan leng Piow • tan li choo • tan li chUen, 
aManDa • tan li hwa • tan li ling • tan lian tin annie • tan liang hao • tan lih chaU • tan lilY • tan lin nah • tan lin nee • tan liP chiang ceDric • 
tan lUM hoe • tan lYe seng • tan MeaU hUat • tan Mee ching sanDra • tan Mee noo • tan Mei foong Jenifer • tan Mei ling • tan Meng fatt • 
tan Meng Kwang • tan Meng lan • tan Meng PhUi • tan Ming Kee • tan Ming wooi • tan MUi eng • tan MUi Yin • tan ngiaP Joon • tan Pang hong • 
tan Peh zhen • tan Pei lian celia • tan PeK sze • tan Peng heng • tan Pin wah • tan Poh choon • tan Poh choon carol • tan Poh chUan • tan 
Poh geoK MarY • tan sai gecK, eVelYn • tan saY chian • tan see hiong • tan see MUn • tan seK leng • tan seng tong • tan seng woon • tan seoK 
Yong • tan seow lee • tan serene • tan shang shU, Keith • tan sharon • tan shen Meng • tan shin gee • tan shon lei • tan shU fen • tan shU 
Qin sherYl sYl • tan shU-hUi • tan siang Yong • tan siew Bee • tan siew Beng • tan siew Bin eUgene • tan siew cheen ginnY • tan siew Yee • 
tan siew Ying PaUline • tan siM chUan • tan sio ling • tan sioK Keow • tan sioK laY • tan socK Peng • tan soK ching, carolYn • tan soK Yee • 
tan soon sin JoYce • tan soong hoe nicholas • tan sor lUan • tan sU Pin • tan sUan wee • tan sUe Yin eVelYn • tan sUi ling gracia • tan swee 
eng • tan swee gUan • tan swee hiang • tan sze Min natalie • tan tai gUan • tan taU Peng • tan tecK ann PhiliP • tan tecK leng • tan tecK sU • 
tan tee nee • tan tee siang • tan teng Boon • tan theng ling • tan thiaM chYe • tan thiaM tecK christoPher • tan thiaM teng • tan thian 
hUat • tan thing ling • tan thoe leng • tan thUan Kiong • tan thUan Yong, DarYl • tan thUang hiong • tan tiK hwee • tan toaY • tan tsing 
ling, JocelYn • tan tUan Kiat • tan tUang ho • tan wee Beng • tan wee leong • tan wee ling • tan wee loi • tan wee Meng • tan wee thong • 
tan wei ghang • tan wei Khoon Jason • tan wei YUe • tan wenhUi Jill • tan wil liaM • tan woon cheng • tan Yang Kwan • tan Yanwen aaron • 
tan Yen nee • tan Yen nee wenDY • tan Yih long • tan Yin san • tan Yong chUan • tan Yong chUan • tan Yong hUat • tan Yong Meng • tan Yong 
Peow • tan YorK han • tan YU • tan YUh Yaw • tan zhi chiang • tanalechiMY D/o MUthUsaMY VeeraPPan • tang chaK lUM • tang chee Meng • 
tang chiang hee KellY • tang chin nang • tang choY wan • tang chYe hee • tang eng hing • tang hin ching • tang hUi Kheng • tang iKin • tang 
JecK ling • tang Jing • tang Kah ann • tang Kar loKe • tang Kiew chaY • tang Koon chng • tang Kwang Meng • tang KweK leong • tang li 
Koon, therene • tang Man • tang Mee Yean • tang Meng Meng • tang Meng wee • tang si sheng wilfreD • tang sYlVie • tang taK wei 
anDrew • tang wai cheng • tang wee theng JUstin • tang Yew hoe • tang YoKe cheong • tang Yong chYe PhiliP • tao gUo rUi • tatiana 
goVinDasaMY • taY ah leK • taY Bee Peng • taY BocK hUa • taY Boon heng • taY chai YiM • taY cheng chUa • taY cheng tiong, eMManUel • taY 
chi wen gerMaine • taY chin gUan • taY chin wah • taY chow Koon • taY geK ling • taY giM gUan • taY gUan lYe • taY hocK choon • taY hwee 
Kiang Jeanie • taY hwee leng • taY Jin hiong • taY Kar choo • taY KhaY heng JiMMY • taY Kian sUan Michelle • taY KoK siong • taY laY Peng • taY 
leng see • taY lian hong DorothY • taY liM hocK • taY Meng hong • taY Meow cheng • taY MUi Joo • taY MUi Keow • taY ngUan Joo • taY Pei 
shan, theresa • taY Peng Keong • taY Peng Kiat • taY QiU Min • taY seng hUat • taY siew hoon • taY soo hUi • taY sooK eng irene • taY sUan 
Kheng linDa • taY swee hoon • taY swee hUa • taY sze Beng • taY tain wee • taY tiong wee • taY toK Yong • taY tUn ling • taY wee chen soPhia • 
taY Yang Yee • taY YoKe Poh charlene • taY zar lwin • tee hUn wah • tee laY Peng • tee Poh lian • tee siew tin • tee teK YaU • teh Beng laY • 
teh Boon tong • teh see • teh see see • teh swee choon • teh wee siong • teh YaK liang • teh Yew Kheng • ten siew lee • teng ah ngUK, rosa • 
teng Koon chUah • teng PecK Joo • teng swee chong • teng YU haU • tengKU azMansah Bin tengKU aziz • teo ai lin • teo Ban chong • teo 
Bee hoon • teo Bee loon • teo Beng choon • teo Beng sai • teo Boon leng • teo chiew KeoK • teo chin hUat • teo choo hoon • teo chUi lian • 
teo chYe hocK • teo chYe hUat anthonY thoMas • teo eng how • teo eng Kwang • teo eng sheng • teo erM tiK • teo gee chee • teo giaM 
hoo • teo gUeK hong • teo haP siM • teo hoon tat • teo hUi hUi • teo hUi Ying • teo Jieh Ping • teo Jin leong aDrian • teo Kah Ming • teo Khee 
hwang • teo Kian Beng • teo Kian hUat • teo Kiat Yee, Jessica • teo KiM Yon • teo KoK gUan • teo Koon hUi • teo Koon sia richarD • teo Kwang 
hUi, erwin • teo Kwang liaK • teo laM Peng Joe • teo laY Beng • teo laY ching, Doreen • teo lee hoon • teo lee Peng • teo Ming-en Joses • 
teo PecK Yen shirleY • teo PUaY hoon • teo seaK Keow • teo see QUeK • teo sern han • teo shi lan • teo siew how • teo siew YaM • teo soo 

Phin • teo soon hwee • teo swee • teo tian BocK • teo tiong eng • teo wah tze raYMonD • teo wee leng • teo wee Peng, rena • teo wei Meng • 
teo wei Peng • teo wei Yong • teo weizhi Michelle • teo XUan hao, BernarD • teo Yee lan • teo Yi wei • teo YoKe Koon • teo Yong choon • 
teo Yow Khoon solo • teoh hoon hoon • teoh Jiao li, grace • teoh KhYe hUat • teoh Yeow laM • teoh Yi-ling, elaine • teong geK tee • teong 
lang hin DaViD • teow cheow Poh • terence tan KiM BocK • terM sioK liM • terrence aUgUstine siM wei-Mein • teU sYe wei Jerlin • teUM Yeen 
wah • tew li Keow • teY chUnBo aUDreY • thaM Boon leong • thaM geoK Ping • thaM heng foUng • thaM KoK hoU • thaM Kong sUn • thaM 
Kong weng • thaM saM chUan • thaM wai leng, corrine • thaM wei Jie • thaM weng chUng • thaM YaoJin • thaM YUet seng • thaMBiah 
raMasaMY • thaVaMalar D/o r ValliPUraM • thaVasi taMilKoDi • theingi win • thian PUi ling • thien shU Mei • thilagarani D/o shUMMUgaM • thio 
sYU hong • tho geoK Kiow • tho sai thUM • thong sien Mee • thong tUcK loong • thUM hoU YUen • tiang chin tecK • tien siew shUen • tina 
Binte anDaM • ting MaY Yin • ting seng KUng • tio chUan aiK • tiong Pee chor • tiYo chiat ling • tng tecK heng • tng thiaM heng • toh ah Poh 
wenDY • toh chee tiong • toh cheng tee • toh chin hwee • toh choon chYe • toh eng hocK • toh hong Yong • toh ian lee • toh Jia Pei • toh 
Kai Yen • toh KiM toon • toh KwoK weng • toh laY eng • toh laY ling • toh lee Kian grace • toh MarY • toh saY leong • toh siew leng • toh 
sin chUan • toh socK har • toh swee Beng • toh swee KiM • toh swee Koon • toh teen san • toh wei Jing, tiMothY • toh Xin ni • toh Yao Kwang • 
toh YUDe • toi Miaw Jee, BrenDa • toin geK hUa • toK chee chYe • toK seng KiM • tolentino artUro Pena • toMas Jr soriano Dangat • tong 
KUM Kong • tong Moo tain • tong shi Yi • tonY ng MUn choY • tor Jia tong • tricia teo swee hoon • tU Jhi YUan • tUan Bagoos Bin alang 
MohaMMaD roM • tUng chee leng • tUng weng cheong • tUng Yew chong • tUtY Marlina taiB • Utanes JoY crUz • UthYaKUMar s/o anaMalaY • 
VaDali sriniVas • VaDiVel Mogana KUMaran • VaithilingaM DereK KUMaran • VaKUlaBharnaM naVeen KUMar • Valiente raYMUnDo Jr 
cUraMMeng • Vanitha sUBraMani • Vasantahra D/o DoraisaMY • Vasantha DeVi D/o K nagaratnaM • VasU s/o MUniYanDi KanDasaMY • VasUKi 
D/o MUthUKUMaran • Veeraiah thangaVelU • VeeraPPan sUBraManiaM • VeeraPPan thillaiVenDhan • VengaDasalaM s/o raMasaMY • 
VenKatasalaM JaYaBasKaran • VenKtaraMana a/l V ViJaYaragaVan • VerMa lalit KUMar • Vesalini D/o sache • Vicente caPioso taYong • 
VicKneson s/o Ulaganathan • Victor shU taU Kwang • Victor tan tecK hoe • Victor ViJaYan BalaKrishnan • ViJaYan s/o goPalan nair • 
ViMalatUlasi D/o VetriVel • Vincens taY Yi Xiong • Vincent tan chUn Kiong • Vincent YaP Pao teng • Vincent zillianstetra • VisUVanathan s/o 
saMYnathan • ViVi YUanita • ViVien lee PeiQin • Voo chwee leng • Voon lee Yin • VU Vinh an • Wah teh hoong • wahiD Bin alMi • wai cheng har 
JennY • walter lawrence DicKMan • wan aizah Bte wan iDris • wan azean Binte wan iDris • wan chee wai • wan Keen MUn • wan Keeng tUcK • 
wan MahMooD Bin wan Ya’acoB • wan zin Bin ali • wang chiU hUa • wang gUan lin • wang hUan ran, ricarDo • wang Jong KoK • wang Ke • wang 
Koon Kiat, JerrY • wang liDa • wang ngiaP weng • wang soo fUng aDeline • wang tah liM • wang wei JUn • wang Yean-Mei • wang Ying • waYne 
liM tze seah • we her lee • wee chiU hoon • wee ee chin • wee geK hUaK • wee hocK ann, BillY • wee hsU-ting • wee Jin Pei • wee laY KhUang • 
wee laY KUan • wee loKe Yan • wee siew choo, Veronica • wee sUng lin • wee tecK chYe DerricK • wee tee chiang • wee thiaM hUat • wen 
Dazhi • wen Jie • wenDell BUscar Diesto • wenDY chan sze Yean • williaM esPinosa canales • winston DonalD heng • wong ah lin williaM • 
wong ah ngow • wong ai lin • wong Bao ling linDa • wong Beng lUn gaBriel • wong Boon KoK • wong Boon onn • wong chan Man • wong 
chee seng JasPer • wong chee sing • wong chi hang • wong chi weng • wong chia lee • wong chin siM Vincent • wong ching hwa • wong 
chong heng • wong chor heng • wong chUan sern • wong chUi Ping angeline • wong chUn leong MerVYn • wong chUng Kent • wong fai 
Yin • wong fooK chee • wong fooK Khee • wong geoK PeY • wong hia see, DeBorah • wong hoe • wong how • wong hsie hong • wong hsien 
han • wong hUi li • wong Jee eng • wong Jia Jing • wong Kai choh • wong Kang wei • wong Kee Ming • wong Kee sing • wong Keng wah • wong 
KhaY tUcK Jentis • wong KiM ling • wong Kiong hwa • wong KoK fai • wong KoK hong • wong KoK hoo • wong KoK hoong • wong KoK wai, 
Kenneth • wong Kong KoY • wong KUM Kit • wong KUM lai • wong KUng hUa • wong Kwang han • wong lai cheng • wong lee heng • wong 
lee liang • wong li fang • wong liang toon • wong lYe heng, JeffreY • wong lYe Ying • wong MaY lUan • wong MaY Mei • wong MaY Phing • 
wong Mee Mee • wong Mee Poh MaBel • wong Mei Meng • wong Mei YUi MaDeline • wong Miao ling • wong MUn lai • wong MUn Yih • wong naM 
sang • wong ngai Keen • wong PecK PeggY • wong Peng wUi, saMUel • wong PhUaY Yee • wong Ping wU • wong Poh chUan • wong ren Jie • 
wong sai heng • wong shi hUi • wong siaK weng • wong siew chee • wong soh leng • wong soo YUen • wong sooK Kwan • wong sooK teng • 
wong soon tho george • wong soot Mein elena • wong sze wee • wong tecK chUan • wong tecK han • wong tecK KhUan • wong tecK seng • 
wong thiaM song • wong thiM chiew • wong tiaM Yong • wong toh Pee • wong wah Meng Vincent • wong wai Koon lincoln • wong wai PUn • 
wong wai weng • wong wai Ying • wong wee lee • wong wee lin DaVe • wong weng chUen • wong williaM • wong wing choi • wong Yan fang • 
wong Yan Kit • wong Yang ngee sharon • wong Yat shing sUnnY • wong Ying wei, eliDa • wong YoKe heng • wong YoKe Khian • wong YoKe 
KUM MollY • wong YUen Keat Danial • wong YUen Yin • woo chai cherng • woo hanDa raYMonD • woo lai sUM • woo MUn hoe, eDMUnD • woo 
sze Ming • woo wai Mei • woo wan Ying • woo wen Yen • woo YoKe MUi • woon chee Peng • woon siew Pang, PhYllis • woon willY • wU feng 
chU • wU gang • wU hao Bo • wU KwoK wing • wU MaY lan • wU oi leng • wU sUting • wU tse woo • wU Voon sing • wUU KeK siong • Xie hUirU • 
Xie litian • Xie Mingfeng • XU gUoneng • XU Yefan • XUn hai tao • YahYa Bin ali BahaJaJ • YaM Kin hoong • YaM wai leng • YaMUna sri D/o 
MUnKUthY • Yan chUi leng • Yang ai li • Yang cheng • Yang fan • Yang hYe Ping Vincent • Yang Jia ling • Yang JianPing • Yang Pee nian henrY • 
Yang see Yew • Yang sen • Yang XUe • Yang XUeJing • Yang zhen wei • Yao chUan saM • YaP Boon leong • YaP chee Ming, John • YaP chee Yong • 
YaP cheng chwee • YaP chiew Yan • YaP chUng YiM • YaP ee gUan • YaP eK chor • YaP eng hocK • YaP eng hoK • YaP eng KhieM eVelYn • YaP 
fang YU • YaP hUi Jin • YaP hwee Kheng • YaP hwee sian • YaP Jee MUi • YaP Jiew Koong • YaP KiM Yeow • YaP KUan wei • YaP KUen MUi • YaP 
Kwee seng • YaP Kwei long • YaP lai Yee • YaP nang sUan • YaP PaK Keong • YaP sioK eng • YaP soeK ling PhYllis • YaP wee Yeow • YaP Yi ren 
geralD • YaP Yong Yiow anDrew • YaP zhan wei • YaP zhee lian • YaU fooK taK • YaU Kong fUat • Yeang hoong chin • YeaP soK ling • Yee 
Boon cheow • Yee chee seng • Yee Kit fan • Yee Mei Peng • Yee PUi Ying • Yee see fong • Yen ling Paterson • Yen wai Keat • Yeo ai li • Yeo 
Bee leng • Yeo Bee see • Yeo chaY Joo • Yeo chian wei • Yeo chong Yong MelVin • Yeo geoK leng JUDY • Yeo gUat cheng • Yeo han leng • 
Yeo hoe Kiat • Yeo hUi chin, canDice • Yeo hUi choo • Yeo hUi laY • Yeo hwan Meow • Yeo Joo leng • Yeo Joon fUnn roseMarY • Yeo Kee 
Meng • Yeo Keng Kwee, Kenneth • Yeo KoK Beng • Yeo KoK siong • Yeo KoK Yew, Dennis • Yeo Koon cheng • Yeo laY geoK • Yeo laY MUi • Yeo 
lee Kheng • Yeo lee wah • Yeo PUaY hoon • Yeo PUaY Khoon • Yeo se laY • Yeo shi wei • Yeo siew Bee • Yeo siew hUa • Yeo sioK ewe • Yeo 
socK hUi • Yeo soh KUan • Yeo soon laY • Yeo soon Yong • Yeo sUng sien aDrian • Yeo tecK gUan • Yeo theng YaM Dennis • Yeo thiaM hUat • 
Yeo tian hocK • Yeo tzY chang • Yeo wee Kwang Jason • Yeo wee leong • Yeo wei Yang, wilson • Yeo whYe siah • Yeo Yin Yew • Yeo YUan 
XiU • Yeoh wei hean • Yeo-liM seh choo, JosePhine • Yeong hoe Kiat • Yeong KUan Meng • Yeong PUi cheng • Yeong siew fU • Yeong whYe 
KwoK • Yeow BocK chin • Yeow chin shin • Yeow ee Khian • YeU eng hocK • YeUng fan • Yew ai hUa • Yew foon lian Martha • Yew Kai siang • 
Yew Kian Ming • Yew sow KUen • Yii nga hUong • Yin hUi • Yin KUM Kin • YiP cheY hoong • YiP JUi Yong • YiP sooK fong • YiP sow Yong • 
Yogeswari D/o K. Bala Kisnan • Yong ah Poh • Yong De en, lUKe • Yong eD-MUn • Yong foo nYen • Yong hoon Kwong • Yong Jing Yi • Yong 
Khian fee • Yong Khin cheong • Yong KUM thong • Yong lai Yen • Yong li-ling sharon • Yong nanza • Yong Poh lin • Yong shao chong • 
Yong shie KiM • Yong siM KUi • Yong sin fah • Yong tian Poh • Yong wei wen • Yong Yin Kat ron • Yong-tan li wah • Yoong chin chong • 
Yoong Yew Meng • YoUsof saira BanU • Yow inn fong • YUe KoK Kee • YUen hooi ling • YUen Kai thYe • YUen PeY JiUn • YUen sU Ping MillY • 
YUnos Bin osMan • YUsMan Bin YUnos • YUsri Bin YUsof • YVonne tsen MUi YUn • Zaelani Bin MiswaDi • zaiDani Bte raMli • zailani Bin 
MohaMeD iDris • zaiMah Bte garMin • zainaB Binte MoheMeD YUsUf • zainaB BiVi D/o gUlaM MohaMeD • zainaf Bte YiM • zainal aBiDin Bin ali • 
zainal Bin aMat • zainal Bin Maat • zaini Bin MD sani • zainol Bin saMian • zainUDDin Bin aBDUl saMaD • zainUl arifin Bin sUlong • zaiton 
Binte taMBY • zaKaria Bin hitaM • zarina Binte MohaMeD YatiM • zarina Binte zaDi • zee Yeong ann • zeenath BegUM • zeenath BiVi Bte 
aBDUl aziz • zeng Jiancheng • zha XiaoJing • zhan YanXin • zhan YaYUn • zhang Yong • zhang YUnhUo • zhang zhiwei • zhang zhongzhi • 
zheng hUi chao • zheng JUnYUan • zheng MinghUi, eUnice • zheng QingYU • zheng shiYa, clara • zheng wenXiang • zheng XiaoMei • zheng 
Yi • zhong cong • zhong JinJiang • zhoU chUan • zhoU liYing • zhoU Yi • zhU hUi • zhU JUn • zhU ling • zhUang Xianghong • zhUo caitong • 
zhUo hUiting • zhUo shUMei • zoBaiDah Binte BUstaMan • zohrah Binte haron • zUBaiDah Bte ali • zUBaiDah D/o V V a saMsUDin • zUfri Bin 
aBDUl wahaB  • zUhairUl Bin JUraeMe • zUlKarnai Bin haron  • zUraiDa Binte MohaMeD ariff • zUraiDi Bin MohaMeD anwar • zUraiMi Bin MohD aPanDi
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